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INTRODUCTION FATEMENT
p._

The text material thaX follows is the result of work accomplished

by Dr. James Thompson under an NSF Grant GY-10474 for the developMent of

P.

a baccalaureateilevel engineeringAethrology program.

'This-materiaKcover's in detail lecture topici and laboratory assign-

\
ments for a Foundations and. Soil Michanics class offered to engineering

_I
technaVogrstudents specializing in construction. It is 'designed to fft

into a ten-week quarter, bot could be expanded for a semester course.

rn addition to text-material preparation, supplemental laboratory

-equtpment was specified,, ordered, and installed in the Soil Meehan;Fs lgb.

-Th1s dual purpose liab will be qed by engineering technolpgy students

specializing in construction/as well as ciiil'engineering students in' .

thetr Soil Mechanics classes.

The NSF/Engineering Technology Grant was awarded with the under-s.

standing that reports developed-for the Cal Poly Endineering Techhology

Department will also be available to other educational inStityiNons

offering both engineering and engineering iechnblogy programs. Consistent

with this objective, we,will be happy to.trinsmit .copies of this specialized
. ,

1

report eo.any interested School df Engineering and/or Technology.

A

A

/,`
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S.IS
. 1

CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, Course Phle: Foundations & Sail Mechanics-

1,

POKAA
Pomona,.California 'Date of (Wipe Preparation:. December 9,-1473

1. Catalog Descriptfon '

Prepared By: Ames B. Thompson

COURSE OUTLINE

iigineering Technology Department

ETC 411 Foundipons and goil Mechanics

Selection and methods of insfallation of'fbundatidni and other soil
structures. Footings, piles, caissons, retaining sructures, soil
and fills. 3 lectures, 1 three-hour /aboratory.

Required Background of Experience
1.

ESC.321 Recommended

Detailed DeApription of the Course

A. Expanded Description of ihe Course
, I

1.- Composition of soil
2. Soil classification
3. Properties and characteristics

a. Specific-gravity
b. Grain size distritution.,
c. WaXer content
d. Atterberg limits and indices
e.. Permeability .

f. Compaction characteristics
g. Con4blidation characteristics
h. Stress-strain and strength characteristics
rield.Inv
Design d

pported

bankments

oil and their determination

tions
Construction problems

.a. E ginee red fills
b. Seepage through.soils
c. Retaining structures
d, Foundations
e. Soil slopes
f. Earth and rock fill dains
g. Subgrades-

^6. Laboratory Testing

a.

b.

C.
d.

e.

f.

g
h.

1.

j..

k.

Atterberg limits and indices
Grain size analysis
Permeability test
Compaction test.
Field density tests
Field investigation-
Consolidation Test
Direct shear test

Unconfined compression test
Relative density test
EarthquOe simulation testing

dealing with spil

Aa

'4



-e B. Methods W.Instruction and Evaluation,

1. Ibstruction 4

4-. .

. Lectures: 3 one-hour lectures per week

Laboratory: 1 three-hour laboratorY per week

2. Evaluation

4
Lectures: .(a) Periodic exams

ib) final exam
'(c) Homework

Labbratory:. Laboratory reports

C. 6(pected Outcome 114

. A.

Adequate understanding for soil to work i6 the field of,gbi1 mechanics

and foundation engineering as a 'construction engineer, an inspector,

.or as a technictan.
6

C. Minimu; Student Materials

Assigned texts, log-log slide rule, engineering computation paper, graph:

paper, pencil, pen 'and straight edge.

E. Minimum College Facilities ,

Standard university lecture room equipped with chalkboard.

- Soil mechanics laboratory equipped for,making the:following tests on soils":

Atterber Limits and Indices Test, Gratn Size AnYlysis Test, Permeability

Test, C paction.Test, Fieldtensity 'Tests, Fidld Investigation,_Consoli-

dation lest, Direct Shear Test, Unconfined CoMpression Test, Relative

Density Test,-and Earthquake Simulation Tests.

IV. Texts and References

/Texts: Hough, B.-K., Basic Soils Engineei-ing, Ronald,Press Company, New York., 1969

I/

Lambe, T. William, Soil'Testing for Engineers, John Wiley Nons, Inc.,
New-York, 1951'

References: Materials, available in t e University_Library;



CALIFORNIA- STATE POLYTECHNrC UNIVERITY,

.
CIVILWENGINEERING DEPARfMENT

ETC 411'-- FOUNDATIONS AND SOIL MECHANICS

Tentative Lecture Schedule

Instructor: J. B. TKompson

1
Text: Hough, B. K., Basic Soils Engineering

Ronald Press CompanY, New York, 1969

:Spring 'Quarter,, 1975

WEEK -DATE
.

MAJOR SUBJECT(S)
ASSIGNMENT

READING PROBLEMS.

%

1

.

Introduction, Soil Composition,
Soi4 Phase Relationships

.

pp.3-13,
28-47

.
.

2-22, 2-28, 2:31
2-34, 2-42., 2-44

2. Graft SizeAnalysis, Atterberc:
Limits & Indices

pp.13-28, .

47-52, 90-104
2-10 2-11, 2-55
2-62

.

Soil Classification
,

,

pp.470-478
602-605

c..

Handout

4

.

Soil Specific...Gravity and

Permeability. :

.

0.72-78 3-28, 3-31
Handout

5

:.

,

. Soil Compaction, Geost#tic .

Stress in Soilr v

.

pp.199-205,
.505-517

7-1., 7-2, 7-7,
13-2 13-3

1

6

,

.

.

Soil Consolidaiton and Stress-
Strain and Strength4Character-
istics

pp.106-158

. -.

Handout

.

7 -

,

.

-Soil Stress-Strain and 'Strength
Characteristics

.

pp.163-196,
1223-233

Handout

.

. .

.

,

41

Field Investigations, Engineer-
ed Fills, Seepage Through Soils

. ,

. .... PA

.

pp:59-72,

78-86,492-505,
517-527,

.

529-570,
606-616.

Handout

,
.

1.

1-.

9

. ..

Retaihing Structures4Founda-
tions ..

. .

q .

pp.205-222,
233-250,296-
465, 568-601
tBrief parcs]

Handout

.

.w

10 .

,

.

t
Soil Slopes, Soil & Rock Fill
Dams, Subgrades, Course Review
and Summary

pp.255-293,
468-470, 479-
490

,
Handout

.

ourse ra Laboratory 30%

Homework. 20%
Hour Exam 20%-
Final Exam 30%
Total 100%,



CALIFORPIIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVCRSITy, POMONA
.

CIVIL ENGINEERIk DEPARTMENT

Course: ETC 411 Outline of Weekly Lecture Notes
,

Week No: 1

Prepared By: J.B.ThOmpson

Date: 11/5/73

Lecture SubJects: Introduction, Soif Composition, Soil Phase 'Relationships

Assignment: Read-- pp. 3-13, 28147

Problems - 2-22, 2-28, 231',-2-34, 2-61 2-44
r.."

41

Presentation

I. Check Roll

II. Discuss Course L'ec7ture Schedule

A. Tiext . .

.

B. Grade Evaluation
4' 1. Course drading:

. - Laboratory 3Cr .

Homework .--*2CK

Hour Exam '- 20% .

Final fxam -'30% .

.
*

-OE
.. /

. 4

2. Homework Policy: . .

a. Approximately one hthework set per week.
b. Each homework set.normally due one week after'assigned.
c. Late homework will receive 1/2 credit.
d. Na hotnework will be accepted after returning the corrected papers.

e. CoroecI homework problem solutions will be posted.

C. Scope of the Course

L. Composition of soil
2. Soil Classification
3. Properties of soil and their determination
4. Field- investigations

5. Design and conistruction problems dealing withSoil (Emphasize
Construction Vroblems)
.a. Engineered
11i. Seepage through soils
c. Retaining structures'
d. Foundations
e. Soil Slopes
f. farth and rock fill dams
g. SubgradeS

10



Roview c) Soil Mec'hanics and Foundation 1Einering

I. .

A: Modern-Day techniques are relatively pew

' B. Early methods

1. Trial and error
2. Difficultiesand limitations

e

Impr Dyed undeystanding for material behavior

111

.4

5

D. Development of Quasi-Theoretical.solutiins and empirical relationships 4'

E. Present day prattice

1.#,Theoretical and empirical solutions.
2. Experience
3. Continuing development in the prfession

a. Improved.solutidns to existing. prpblems

b. Newprob1ems

'IV. General Abreas of Involvement

A. Structural Foundations

B. Pavements

C. Earthworks

y.. Soil Composition;

A. Three Phase Material

B. Solids

L. Discrete solid particles or grains
a. Variable size1

; b. Variable composition .

c. Examples: Boulders, sand grains clay miperais

2. Organic materials
a. Examples: Filrrs, roots, shells

'3. Cementing Agents
a. Examples( Silica, day

a Liquids

1.1 Examples.:. Pure water, salt.water, organic acids (humicgicid)

D. Gases

1. Examples: Air, hydrogen sulfide, methane

a

I

0,

ii

to



,

VI. Weight-Voluhe RelatiorMips a 0
) ,7

.. A

?

.
A. Expressions for relative amounts of solids, liquid's*, and gas:esfpresent

.

.B. Block diagram (visualization)t.
Volumes oWeight .

where: V - Total volume
-Vi- Vol.urrie of the gases

w- Volume of the liquids
Vs- Volume of the solids

. 1 .4 y va vw v.s

4
. C..'Porosity

W - Total weight ,.

Wa- Weight of the gases
Ww- Weight of.the liquids
Ws- Weight of the solids

W Wa + Ww + Ws

,

, 1. Ratio of the volume of t e voids °iv Va + V.0:to the total soil'

volume (Y) times 100%.

Porosity.= n = (ya + Vw) Vv ,

.(v) X 109= v- X 100% (no units)

4

0 a

0

D. Void Ratio

1. Ratio of the volume of t e voids (Vv

'the solids.(Vs).

. 2j Void ratio - e V.v (no ,unIts)

VS

Water Content

+ Vw) to fhe volume of

1. Ratio of the wpight of the water in-the Soil (Ww) to the weight of

the solids (Ws) times 100%.
410

2; Water content - w = Ww
X 100% (no units). ,

A

1111

a tip

.4

*
A4A



B

Labor.atery wate i.. content determination procedure

as Weigh wet soil 7 W
-b. Oven dry soil ta 110°C

a

c. Weigh-dry soil -
d. 'Compute weight of Water Wc

er Compute water.content w Ww/Ws-x 100% .
,

Degree of.aturation
-a

ar

1 ; Ratio of the volume:of th# r)ater in .the- (Vw) to the volume
II or

.4

- of the voids (Vv .=11a*-F Vw) dines 100%

Degree of saturation S. = Vw
X 160% (no uniti)

%iv

. G., Bulk Density

1.- Ratio of the total weight Of Ole soil (W) to the total volume of
the koil (V)

2. Bulk density = = W/ (pc tcf9.*/cc.)

Dry Density 3.

,,l. Ratid of the weight of the 50411 solids (W ) to the total volume of
.*the spil (V)

Ws.---. 2. Dry Density = yd (pcf: tcf, gm/cc.). .

Saturated Density

om

4

%

2l.' Ratio of the total weight of the soil (W) to its total volume (V)
if the soil were completely saturated (Sy. = l00%)while retaining
its original volume.

Saturated Density = Y
sat

.1421r (pcf, tcf, gm/dc.)
V

.Where: W* = total soil weiihtForresponding to a completely saturated
soil = 100%)

J. Buoyant .Density

1, Difference between'the bulk density of ,the soil (y) and the density

of water (yw
) both expressed in the slime units.

Buoyant density = yb = y yw (pcf, tcf-, gm/cc.)

3. Density of water
/ .

a. or pure water: vw = 62.4 pcf = lgm/cc.
b. Pçr salt waterc yw > 62.4 pcf

K. Density of the Soil Solids

1. Ratio of the weight.6f the solids (Ws) to the volume of the solids (Vs)

2. Density of the soil solids = ys = 11,L (pcf, tcf, gm/cc.)Vs
1.3 .

41

0
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e

a

a

a.

AP'

Gravtty of thSoil

1. Ratio of the density of the,soil solids (ys) to, thedensity of water (Yw)
e 9

Specific Gravity = Gs:= yslyw Cno umits)
A

3. Typical.range fot 'soils: Gs =,2.6 - 2.8

Relative Density

.1% Ratio of the differehce between gip maximum void raiie of the.sibil
.(emax) and the existing soil void_ratio (e) to the differtfice between

the maximum void ratio of the soil (er ) and the minimum soil,-maxvoid ratio (eon) times 100%. .

ela,tive D6n-sity.= DR = ee4
X 100%

emax-emin

Applied to the 4escriptfon o granular soils ,

a. Dr ..50%: Soil is loose
DR > 50%: Soil is4dense

N. Example Problems

1. JExample.Problem 01
. a. Given: n = 0.4
.b. find: e

Exampfe Probleth 02
a. Given: Ws = 100 lbs.

V = 1 cu.ft.
Gs =. 2,65

yw = §2.4 pcf

b. Find: e

^t^

1
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CALIFORNJA STAii'POLUECHNIC.UNIVERSITY2 POMONA
. Al

4 CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

Course: ETC 411 'Outline of Weekly 'Lecture Notes Prepared byl 4:.B.Thompson
, .

.
. ,

..

'Week No: 2 Oate: November 51_ 19l3 & .

.
.

-
...* ,

U. . ,

.4, ,,

Lecture Subjects: Grain Size Analysis, Atterberg Limits and _Indices

A5s1gnment: 'Reid - 13-28, 47-52, 90-104

Problems 2-162-1 2-55, 2-62

Presentation

I. train Size Analysis'.

\44 kik
Vt$A6P00:
v

A. Description of a soil'in terms'of particle size composition

B.- Utilization.

1

1. Soil classification (will be discussed firstAm thit course)
2. Fi31-4 sign and construction
3. esign and-construction . ,

/

C. Gr4i istribution Cuive e ,
. ,

'
--. .

- .

1:' Standard plot repre5enting the'sizes ind relative-amounts of the
particles comprising the soil

.:
sa

2.

100%

6

0% 0.
Lo

10
Particle Dia eter)

3. 'Tests performed for plotting'the grain size distribution'curve

a.- Direct measurement
i. Particleslarger than gravel

b. Sieve analysis

i. Particles smaller than gravel and larger than course sAts

ii. Procedure description

1
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10

,

c. Hydrometer'analysis ,

t, Particles 'smalitr than fine sands and ldrger tha colloidal sizes k

ii, Based on'Stokes Law and fluid deasity detei-minations made with an
., hydrometer .- . .

iii.'grief.explanationof thepry .*
, .

iv.. PresentatIon or equat4onS utir in data reduction .
. ,

V. proceduredesCription . .

.

..1
.

. d. Combined analysis
i. Aitilize two or more of%the abovc tests vif necessary

%

Example Problem

a: Giverrd: i. Total soil specfMen. weighi = 200 gms'
ii. Sieve analysis data

)

Sieve No.

-/

.4

8

. 20

40 .

100

200
Fan

Weight of Soil
Retained (gMsi

5.

-65

50

4 40
28
12 I.

iii. HydroMeter analysis' data (run on pan material

ParticleDiameter I finer By-
(rn111%) Weight

. ,

0.05 \ 3

0.01 2

0.005 1

b. Find: Grain size distribution curve

5., Soil Gradation Descriptions

.v

a. Roorely graded or.uniform'soil 9o4,1 is c npo,;ed ofa

range in particle sizes

b. Well gi:-aded soil - y)il is compoSed of d wide ran e in particle-sizes

c. Gappgraded soil !;oi1 is composed of two or more limited range-s of

particle'sizes

d. Illustration' - grain size distributi9n curve

16



1

10d%

6%

Uniform'Soil

sa,

Gap G-raded Soil
k>

4

Well Graded Soil.
. %

Loglo (Par:Eicle Diameter)

,/
e. Coefficient of unfformity- 4

r 0601
.

i. Coefficient'of uniformity = -u = r 010

ii: D60 is the wticle diameter below,
.whilh 60% of the soil is,finer .

iii- D1QJ is the particle diameter below which 10% of the soil is finer
iv. 'Cu 4: Soil is poorly graded ,

m. Cu>6: Soil is well graded if the grain size distribuition curve
is smopth and reasonably symmetrical .

.
!

6. Textural Classification Systems

Based on gain size distribution
b. Systems

Sol

Descristion
Particle Size Range (71m1

.

MIT SystemASTM System
.

Gravel
.

-4.76 ,2.0

Course Sand 4.76 - 2.0 2.0 - 0.6

"Medium Sand 2.0 - 0.42 0.6 - 0.2
Fine Sand 0.42 - 0.074 0.2 - 0.06

Silt 0.074 - 0.002 0.06 0.002

Clay -0.002 '0.002

c. Clasificotion of Tulti-sized soils

d. Limitations
i. Systems not indicative of composition of soiLsolids

ii. Composition of solids particularly significant for fine
grained soils

Atterberg Limits and Indices e

A. Empirical liMits and indices indicative of the composition of the solids in
fine grained soil.

B. Uttlization

1. Soil classifkation (will be discussed first in thistpurse)
2. empirical relationships for,other soil characteristics

17

a.



12
The Atterberg limits and the.methods of determination

1. Liquid. Limit (LL)

a. The liquid limit (LL) of a soil is the water content at which'a
closure df 1/2" occurs in a standard groove cut :In a pat of the soil
after 25 standard blows are applied to he soil pat.

b. Description of equipment .

c. Descriptioh of the testing procedure
d.. Interpretation of experimental data

.. 46%

: Water Content'

44%

LL . 43.2%

p.

42%

/

40%

Plastic Limit ^(PL) .

4

25 logio (# blows)

a. The plastic limit (PL) of a soil is the water content which will
permit rolling a thread of dieSail to a diameter. 0 1/8" and no
smaller wirtkout crumbling.

b. Description of equipinent
c. Description of the testing procedune

3. Shrinkage Limit (SL)

a. Not comonly useid.

D. Atterberg Indices

14. Plasticity-Index (PI) .

a. Plasticity Index = (LLePL)
b. -Indicates the range over Which the soil remains plastic

2. Liquidity Index (LJ)

r-

rao

14

w'L PL. w PL
a. Liquidity Index =. J..I = pi where: w isoil natural water

content

14 b. Indicates at which end of the plasticity range the soil exists in

nature
c. lk low liquidity index indicates a relatively strong, stiff soil.

d. A high liquidity index indicates a relatively soft, weak soil



lasticity
index'

(PI) .

13

Explanation of the Basis for the Atterberg Limits and Indices Tests

1. Interaction of pore water and various different soil soils particularly
in fined grined soils

Example Application of the Atterberg Limits and Indices

1. Soil chssification system for fine grained soils developed by A.
CaSesagrande

2.

v

ML OL-

50 Liquid Limit (LL)

Plot Plasticity Index'versus Liquidhimit for the *soil to be
classified and the classif.ication from the graph. ,

Plot tabe discussed in. ire detail below

19
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CALIFOiiiiA,MT.E'POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY: PDMONA'

CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

Course; ETC.411 Prepared By: J.B.Thbmpson

Ou)line'of Weekly Lecture Notes

Week No: 3

Pit

Lecture Subjects: Soil-Classification

Assignment: Read - 470-478, 602-605

Presentapoh

Problems-- To be assigned

I. Major Soil Classification Systems

Date: 11/5q3

e'

. A. Detailed classification systems developed for particular applications

B. -Pedological classification system

1. .Developed primarity for agricultural (Soil Science/Agronomy) purposes

2. Bases:

a. Characteristics of-parent material
b. Drainage condiylonswhich existed during soil formation

.c. 'Environmehtal onditions whith existed-during soil formation

'd. Extent to whith soil formation has occurred

3. Importance.tocivil engineering
..)

4
.

t

.

.

a. Basis. of -extensive surficial soils maps ddeloped'by the

. U. S. Department of Agriculture . . .

b. Limited applications for the *above maps (e.g. preliminary layout

of highways)

C. Revised Bureau of Public Roads, Highwa/ Research Board, or AASHO Classification

System

1. Developed primarily for road construction (e.glikagrades and embankments)

2. Experimental tests needed tamake a classification

a. Grain size'analysis
,.b. PAtterberg limits and indices

3. ,Contents of a typical classification

a. Soil descriptian
b. Group number
c. Group index
d. .Subgrade rating

4.. Additional correlations between the classification and the behavior

of a soil

2 0
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5. LaborOory classification procedure

a. ,Organic soil (Group A-8)
I. Oentified by color, odor, spongy feel and by-fibrous tekture

in some cases
"1

(r: All-other soils (Groups A-) through A-7) i
i. 'Process of.elimination

Utilize.the grain size analys.is data to-identify whlch possible
group.numbers,the soil might fall under

iii. Complete the idehtification of the group and subgrodp number
-using. the Atterberg Limits and Indices of'the soil

-iv. Compute thie.'Grpup Index (GI) for the soil

Group Index = GI = 0.2a t 0.00ac 0.01bd

where:
Jr,

a.- % passing ,the No. 20Wsieve greater than 35 and not

b % passing the No. 200 sieve greater th 15,And not

, exceeding 75 expressed as a whokle numb;;,ivalue 0 to 40-)

exceeding 55 expressed as a whole number (value . 0 to 40)
c - That portion of the liquid limit greater than 40 and not

exceeding 60 expressed as a whole number (value = 0 to 20)
d That portion of the plasticity index greater than 10 and

not exceeding 30, expressed as a whOle number (value = 0 to 20)

. Note: .The Group index is always expressed as a whole number

v. Determine-the subgrade rating of the soil and any,ottier correlated
behavioral characteristics of the'soil needed

yi: Provide a soill description

Tyliical classification

Descriptionl High Compressibility Silty Clay
-Subgrade Rating: Fair to Poor -

Subgroup and Group Index: A-7-5 (17)

P
!--Group Index

5.

Note: Frequently only the group number is presented and the
subgroup number is omitted.

7. General observations

B. ExaMple problem

a. ,Given:
I. % passing the No. 40 sieve = 95%

% passing tho. 200 sieve = 574
LL of the minus No. 40 fraction = 37

iv. PI of the.minus No. 40 'fraction = 18
v. Soil is not organic

Find: 'The Revised-Bureau 'of-Public Roads classification for this soil

x'

2



b. Civil Aeronautics System (CAA)

.1. -Developed_primarily for airfield construction subgrades)

. 2. Experimental tesfs needed to fr4ke a classificaiion.

a. Grain.size analysis -. -

b. Atterberg Limits and Indices

3. Entire sistem ver'y similar to the Revised Bureau' of Publid Roads System

4.''Utilizes koufa.Numbers'from E-1 through E-14
t

a.

E. State Highway Department Classificatipn Systems

1. ,Developed,primarily for road constructionAe.g. subgrades and embankments)
to"

.2. Specialized for soils encountei-ed in.a particular state

. 3. Frequently similar to the Revised Bureau of Public Roads System

F. Urkified Soil Classification System

1. Successfully applied to many. types of civil engi,neering projects 4.

_2: Probably the most popular cla0fication system

3. EXperimenfal tests needed to make a clasification

a. Grain size analisis
b. Atterberg Limits and Indices

4. Conte9ts Of a typical classificat on

a. Soil detcription
b. So,y Group Symbol

5. Additional correlations between the classification and the behaviOr of a soil .

6. Classificat4on pripcedure

a. Highll Organic .Soil (Pt)

i. Identified by color, odor, spongy feel and by fibrous texture
in some cases

b. All other soils (GW, GP, GM, GC, SW, SP, SM, SC, CL, ML, OL, CH, MH, OH)
I. Protess of elimination

ii. Illustrate by working through chart

7. Explanation of Group Symbols

a. Course grained soil

22
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i. GWii. GPiii. GM

iv. GC.

v. SW

vi.. SP
vii. SC

viii. SM

b. Fine gPatned soils

i.ML
CL
OL

iv. MH

V. CH

vi. OH

c. Highly organtc 1/4oils

i. Pt A

G gravel}
S '- and

W - well gtade
uniform

%.finer No. 7 sieve

grading equations

17

siit,silty
C - clayyclaye amount and plasticity of fines

A

M .- silt .

, , «V

C - clay plasticity chart
0 -: organie t

I., - low to medium plasticit, .
plastkity chart

H - medium t9 high plasticity

re

8. Field classification techniques

Example Problem

i. Given:

i. Grain size analysis data

Sieve No. Finer

10_ 1700

20 86
40 72
60 .60

100 45
200 35

Atterberg Limits and Ind .Ees 'of minus no. 40 fraction

Liquid Limit (IL) = 19
Plasticrty Lndex (PI) 0

iii. Soil is nOt orgaic-

4

b. F-ind: The Unified Soil Classification .SYstern c.lassification. for
th;s soil

G. Comments on the classification systemc used by'various governmental and private
civil engineering organizations.

94 3



Course:, ETC 411

Week No: 4
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CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA

CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

Prepared By: .1213.Thompson

Out 1 i ne of WeelcUre Notes

Lecture Subjects: .bsil5pecjti.cgr,Ka.r.20;I Permeability

Assignment.: 'Read - pp. 72-78
1).

Date: 1.116/73

.Problehs - 3-28, 3-31, additional problems to be assigned

Presentation
/ 2

I. Principle Soil Properties and Characteristics and Their determination

A. Soil properties and charactertstics are required in addition to a,classification
in order to predict and evaluate the behavior of the soil

6

B. Principle soil .properttel.and charatteristics include:

1. Specific gravi
2. Grain sive distr ution
3. Water Content, w
4. Atterberg,LimiLs and Indices .

5. Permeability, k
6. Compaction characteristics
7. 'Con§olidation characteristics
8. Stress-strain and strength characteristics

Specifieeavity, Gs

1. Definition

a. 'See previous discussion
b. Gs

Yw

2. Utilization

0.00

4

a. eight-voiume calculations .

ii

.

3. Meth ds of.determinationf
a. Water displacement\

ir meapre voluthe 'of watbr (V') displaced by a certain weight

Jr 0101 solids (Ws)
Volume of solids = Vs - V'

Is Ws/Vs Ws/V'
i/i/O GS = Ys/Yw = (Ws/VI) Yw

v. /Example calculation

b. Air Pycnometer



4. Tpical Soil values: Gs (.1.6 to 2.8

D. Grain size distribution

1. Discussed previously: Reviffi4 briefly

Water content, W
'

1. Discussed previously: Review briefly '

F. Atterberg Limits and IndicesI 4r

1. Discussed previously: Review brliefly

G. Soil permeability, k

1. Definition
0

a. Soil property which descrIbes the rate at which water will fldw
!rough Oil

Utilization

IOW

a. All problems in Which the rate of 'flow of water through the
soil is to be determined

b. Examples
i. Dewatering excavations

Ai. Seepage losses from reServo4rs
ii. Well capacity

3. Darcy's&aw

a. Basic law which describes flow of witer threfgh*soil
b. Equations:

\ .v = ki Q = kiA

Q = vA (continuity)
4

where: v - velocity of flow of water through the soil (fps; cm/sec.)
Q -,vOlumetric flow rate orwaternhrough the soV (cfs, cc/sec.)
k - soil permeability (fps, cm/sec.)
i - Ah t 6ydraulic gradient (no units)

- head loss in the water over some 'length, L (ft,cm)
L - the _length over which the head loss occurs (ft, cw)
A - crossectional area through which flow occurs (ft.', ce)

19

c. Review the principle of clntinuity

d. Review the principle of water "head"

e. Limitations on Darcy's Law

f. Example problem



1 i. Given:

k
.

3'

I e-.Piezometer
fer

42-y-

2'

MK. ----Plezometer

1' .4-"\

'17

20

- A

ihe'e

4

, Soil, k . 10-2 cm/sec.

Note: Neglect pipe friction losses

ii.

. v

c'. Time .quired for water-to flow between piezometers

Methods a determination,

a. Laboratory constant head permeabil ity test

1. ,A cginstant'head.loss is maintained across a soil 'specimen and
the volumetric rale of flow of water through the specimen is
determined.

ii. Experimental setup

*.i.vt

corlolstant Elevation Reservoiir

Data reduction
al. kiA

Ah as lhown
c'. L-as shown
d'. A as shoWn

e'. Q ; volume of water obtained-1

t, divided by that time

Ah

Soil Specimen
Crossectional Area = .A

f,
1.5 ft

COnstant El evati on

Reservoir

gferflow

I Catsh Beaker

I

k = Q/(Ai) = Q/( AAh/L)

2
the catch beaker in some time,-,



,

*Example Problem

a'. Given: Ah = 3'
L =
A = 0.25 ft2
Weight of water recovered, in beaker in 15 seconds = 100 gms.

Fi.n4:-

21

k

b. Laboratdry falling head permeability tet

i. A variable head loss is maintained across a soil specimen and
*the head loss is measured as a funcfion of time:

ii. Experimental setup 1

alb

Constant Head,
Reservoir

a
2

Standpipe
Crossectional Area =,AT

(,)

Soil Specimen
Crossectional Area = A

Data reduction .

a'. k = A
. T tn[Ah

1

/Ah
2
]

As(t2-ti)s

b'. I as shown
c'. AT.as shown
d'. As as shown

e'. Ahl as shown

Ah2 as shown

g' t2 time corresponding to Ail readihg
h' t1 time corresponding to Ah2 reading

v

2.7

410
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iv. ExampT problem
a'. G ven: 'AT = 0.10 ft2

As = 0.50 ft2

L = 6"

t(sec)

0

30

b'.

,Ahtft)

3

2.5

C. Laboratory consolidation test

d. Field soil 'permeability determinations are frequently made

Advantages
ii. Disadvantages

e. Field permeability test - Case 1

i. Steady state flow to a fully penetrating well in a hoMogene us
A 0

acquifer
Qeometry of problem:

9 (Pump) R Observation Welci

V

* N.

Pumping Well

it

Acquifer
H Peimeabitity

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxXxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxhxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Impermeable (e.g. Bedrock)

iii. Three dimensional flow
iv. D0a-reduction

a'. k = tn

H 28
ANIR.

f. Field permeability test Case 2

i. Steady state flow.to a fully penetrating well in a homogenedus

artesian aciluifer. a.



ii. Geometry of problem:

Acquiclude (Impervious

Q (Pump) R

I

,

Artesian Acquifer
Permeability = k

V

os

23

PieoviElcs

V a

g-

Impermeable e,g. Bedrock

iii. Three dimensional flow
iv.' Data reduction

Other field permeAllity-test solutions

h. Approxirdate relationship
i. Hazen's formula for,the permeability of clean sands

k C(D10)2

where: k.- Soil,permeability (cm/sec.)
DiO 7 Soil effective diameter (mm)

C Cons.tant ,(Range = 1.0 to 1.5)

5. Primary factors affecting the permeability of one soil
.^*

a. Density
b. Degree of saturatiqn
c. Nature of the fluid flowing through the.toi1

Typical .permeabriAity values:

for

29
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I.

alp
se

Material Permeabilit

Gravel >1

Coarse sand 1-10-1

Medium sand 10-1-10-2

*Fine sand 10-6-10-'

silt 10-4-10-6

Clay 10-6 or-less

Rock 10-.12 or less

24
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CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UilVERSITY, POMONA

CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

Outl ine of Weekly .Lecture Note

k:.

3cture Subjects: Soil Compaction) Geostatic Stress in Soil

ssignment: Read pp. 199-205, 505-517

Problems 7 7-11 7-2; 7-7, 13-2, 1313

-'esentation

PreOared By: J.B.Thoimpson

Date: 11/5/73

. Principle Soil Properties and paractertstics arid their DeterMination (continued)

A. Coppactton characteristics

1. Definition

a. Compaction of a sotl is the derf4,fication of the soil due to the
expulsion of air from the soil vo ds

\ .4 4

.

Different soi4 exhibit diff rent co iction characterisiics in that .

they exhibit varying respo es to a c paction effort.

Utilization

a. Desigm of and cOntrol of the tonstructio of engineered fills
(engineered fills will be discussed in d ail later)
I. Determine the soil water content rang at which field compaction

should be peiTormed
ii. Determine the soil density range the ontractor should achieve in

fill placement
iii. Provide other soil properties and characteristics of the fill as

it will be placed in the-field ,7

3.- Example fills

a. Erth and rock:fill.' dams

b. Backfills behind retaining structures

c. Highway'and airfield subgrades

d% Grade fills for (structural foundations

4 , .Purposes of soil.compaetion

a. Increase the s1rength of the soil
4

b Decrease the cOmpiessibility of the soil

c. beciTase the permeability of the sC01



0
Determination of the compaction characteristics of a soil

a. Standard Proctor Comiction Tet

i. Description of equipment
ii. Description of test procedure

Data reduction

Dry Density
(pcf)

(id)ma

0.1

Zero Air Voids (Sr = 100%)

t(w)optimum

iv. Explanation of curve

b. Modified ProctOr Compaction Test

c. Standard AASHO Compaction Test

d. Modified AASHO CompactiOn Test

e. Harvard Miniature Compaction Test

f. Other kneading compaction tests

Water Content (%)

6. Determingion of the other properties and characteristics of the
compacted soil

-

a. Test the compacted soil in-the lab
i. Permeability test

ii. Stress-strain and strength tests .

b. Interpretation of the data
i. Plot contours

:12

4

-7

26
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Dry Density
(pcf)

27-

4

Contour Lines of Constant\PropertyAgalue

Water Content (%)

'Select desired water content and dry density which musty
achieved in the field

Fill specifitations

a. Specifications on field fill placeelent based on laboratory results

b. Usuapy specify that contractor achieve X% of the Y test maximum dry
density [e.g. 951 of modified AASHO maximum dry density]

c. Occasionally also speciey the range in the water content at which the
f111 must be compacted in the field -

8. Compaction characteristics of,course grained soils

, a. Compaction test not usually conductedtecause it is not informativ.e

.' b. Typieal compaction curve for coarse grained soil

Dry Density

(KO

AP.

Water Content (%)
yr

c. Dry den'sity'achieved insensitive to the water content of the soil

d. 'Conduct rOative density test,,

3

7.-
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%

i. Description of equipment - standard ASTM equipment
Des&iption of test procedure - standard ASTM procedure

iii. Data reduction

Specify field density as some minimum relative density (e.g. 80%)

f. Note.the-difference between relative dens,ity and some percent of

maximum dry'density

Consol idation characteri stics

1. Caused by a change in effective stress within the soil

2. 1.1qt examine .stress in soil before considering the 'subject of consolidation

3. Stress - general

a. Stress is equal to the ratio of a f*p.to the area over which it acts

b. Two types of stresses: normal stil-esses and shear stresses

c. Normal stress (a)
i. Normal stress acts perpendidila i. to the plane on which it acts

4,J=P/A

Block
Contact Area = A

Flat Surface

iii. Units: (psf, tsf. Kg/cmP)'

Shear Stress.(T)
i. Shear stress acts parallel to.the plane on *hich it acts

<
Block

'Contact Ai.ea = A

1-7 -7 ---7 -7

I= /A

iii. Units: (psf, K9/cm2)

eat Surface

4. Soils 4re more complicated beeause must be concerned with the stressIs

acting in all three phases

34
11611
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5. For the present will deal with the vertical normal stresses acting ini
a soil deposit

a. Generally control,s the amount of consolidation which-will occur

6. Vertical 'Total" normal stress (ov) acting in natural soil deposits

a. Vertical normal.stress ac4 in the vertical.direction and on .

horizontal planes

b. Total stress: Total force acting on some plane in the soil deposit
divided by the crossectional area of that ptane

c. Example problem
i. Dry soil in a box

XXXXXXX A- - X*

I

5

Box

Crossectional Area = A'

Dry Soil
Density-= yd=100 pcf

-

ii. Variation in vertical "Total': normal stress (ov) with depth
in the box:
a'. At some depth Z: Total vertical force on horizonta) plane

,idAZ - 100AZ
Crossectional area over which it acts = A

. Vertical "Total" normal stre - ov=ydAZ = 100Z

b'. Answer:

Depth, Z
(ft.)

500 °k1 (ps"

1
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30

Effect on .the above.plot if the crossectional area of the

box were changed
a'. None - area cancels out
b'. Vertical "Total" normal stress is independent oi the

crossectional area considered.
- r

d. Example problem (Uniform dry soil deposit)

i. Given:

30'

Soil Surface

Uniform dry soil deposit
yd = 110 pct.

N\-\\Nc-- Bedrock

ii. Plot: Ariation in vertical "Total' normal .stres5 with dep0

e. EXample Troblem (Layered dry soil deposit)'

i. Given:

XX . XX XX' XX
T

XXX

30'

.30'

30'

xxx

Dry fine sand.

yd 100 pcf

1

Dry sandy gravel

Yd - 95 pcf

XXX

Soil Surfac

Dry silty clay
yd = 115 pcf

Bedrock

36
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Plpt: Variation ih vertical "Total" normal Stress with depth

f. Example problem (Water present)
i. Given:

V

xxxx
.20' Clay
44, yd = 105 pcf

Clay
y
sat

= 120 pcf

Hour Exam

Soil Stir-face

80'

VW

.

XXX

Bedrock /111717 VW\

ii. Plot: Variation in'vertiaal "Total" normal stress wtth depth
Note-; Soil above the ground water table may be saturated or
partially saturated due to capillary action, rainfall, etc.

37
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Course: ETC 411

Week No: 6

CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA

CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT'

=1110utliru!oflest141.mt'gra
Prepared By: J.B.Thompson

Date: 11/5/73

.Lecture'Subjects: Soil ConstKidation and Stress-Strain and Strength CharicteristicS

Assignment:, Read -.pp. 106-158

Problems - To be assigned

Presentation

N,

t. .principle soil properties and characteristics.and their determination (cOntinded)

A. Cons.olidation chiracteristrcs (continued)

1. Definition

a. Consolidation of a soil
4

is the dgnsitication of the soil due to the
expulsion of water from the4soil voids caused by a change in the
effective sItess acting on the soil

,k

b. Different soils exhibit different consolidation characteristfcs in%that
they will undergo differeqt.rates of densification and different amounts
of ultimate.densificaiion'in response to a given change in effective.
stress

2. ,Utilization

, a. Computation or the ultimate amount of consolidation settlement and the
rate of consolidation sefNement a soil deposit will experience as the
result of a change in the effective'stress acting on the soil

thpfrcomputed values flc settlement are utilized in the design of
foundations stich as:

i. Spread footings .

. ii. Wall footing

iii.lPils
iv. Cai6sons

3. Determination of the consolidation characteristics of a soil

a. General description
i. Test an updistur cylindrical sample of the,soillpb ined

from the field
ii. Simulate fielid dsplacement conditions by prohibiting lateral

displacementt of the soil sample during testing
iii. Provide for free drainage of the soil sample...during testing in

order to meet theoretical boundary conditions utilized in data
analysis,

iv. Apply load increments to the soil sample,during the test and
4,110w the soil to completely consolidate under each load before
changing the load

38*'\



a

Exper4mental setup
, 33

i. Sketch

P (Load Appl ed)

Dial'
.

Gauge

V
Loading Cap

7 ,

-"-1 Cylindrical Soil
. Sample

Crossectional Area
A = A,

Porous -Stone.

A -V .1 A \ \ \ .\-7\ \; -\\\

Sealed Container

Metal Hollow
Cylindrical
Restraining.Ring

ii. Load applied through a loading.frame

1j1.1
Dial gauge measures the compression ofihe soil sample

. Test procedure
1. Prepare,the sample and make the initial sample measurements

.Set up the-equipment
iii. Apply the first pressure (1/4 Kg/di2 ) and measure the sample

compression with time until all compression has occured
(or for about 24 hours)

iv. Apply the second pressure (1/2 Kg/m2) and measure the sample
compression with time until all compression has occurred
(or for about 24 hours)

v. Apply the suqcessive pressures and measure the sample compression
with time u ti all compression has occurred (or for about At hours)
- Each succ s* e pressure is twice the prior pressure applied
- Maximum pr ure,applied in test exceeds the maximum pressure

to be applied in.the field
vi. Reduce the pressure on,the sample in steps and record the

ultimate swell of the sample resulting.
vii. After the sample is completely unloaded, preform a water content

test on the entire sample immediately

Data reduction
i.- Sample compression vetes time for each load increment and

cv computati9n

- Plot and necessary constructions

39.



Dial Gauge
.Reading, h

we .atmm.

1.1.

Experimental
Points

II

-Cy computatioc(coefficient of compressibility)

cv = 0.197
(H/N)2 (cm4/sec.)

t50

.,logi (time)

34

where: t
50

= time at 50% consolidation compressioR ['see plot above) (sec.)

H = sam le thickness (Cm.)

N = nunthèr of free drainage boundaries (1 or 2 )

Note: A value for c is computed for each load increment applied to

the sample

Note: c is utilized i the calculation of the rate at which settlement

will occur 4

ii. Summary plot of cv values computed for each load increment applied

to the sample

Coefficient of
Compressibility

(load increment

initial 4: Ulna]

2

Pinitia;
tie Pfinal

Load
Increment --1

1og10(applied pressure)

cv computed for each/load increment is plotted at ttie average

pressure which existed on,the soil sample during the application

of the load :increment 0
0



Vold *los e

Co

cy Is pressure dependent

- Note that applied pressures are vertical normal effective stresses

35

iii. Summary plot of the ultimate sample compression resulting from
each applied pressure
- Plot the final void ratio, e, eeached under each applied
pressure versus the base ten logarithm of that'pressure

-.Plot

oading.cuNe

experimental
points...

rebound curve

'1og10(applied pressure)

>.

computation

aage

S.

. Note: Applied pressunps are vertical normal effective stresses

, Relating void ratto to the measured dial gauge readings

= initial void ratio @ zero applied pressure

p.

SO

a

ample
Crossectional

= A

e =

=Vv=V-Vs _ 1 = VGsYw***._ 1e

° v5 Vs V Ws

where: V = initial sample volume (A x No)
Gs . specific gravity of the solids

yw = unft weight of water

ws = weight of solids in sample (determined at test end)-
%

Ae = soil.void ratio

p.

a

Mo.

a if

Ho = initial sample height = V/A

AN mealured dial gal:cm change

4 .1

44



4.

( 4

(Vv) initial V initial' -

e .
0 VS Vsikk s

(Yv)final (Ho AH) A
.efinal Vs v

s

1

-1

Ae = e0 efinal 7 Vs

A - AH)A

.

V
s

V
s

AM A

A 1

36

Ae . 4HA = AN V/H0 = AH[(Vv)
-initial +Vs]. 4A41

Vs
.

S. ' IT (1 "0)H V . 0-
o s t.e = eo 1

II . I

where: e = initial void ratioo
AH = measur4d dial gauge change
H = initiarsoil sample height

- .Compression index

Slope of the void.ratio versus logia(appiied pressure) plot in the
portion shown

Cc! = Comression Index = -Ae
log10 +,

Where: Ae = change in voidiratio corresponding to tbe change in
applied pressure

pc) = some initial applied pressure'

AP = a...change in'the applied pressure

Utili4ed .in computations of ultimate settlement

- This summary glot of the ultimate sample compression from each applied '

pressure is utilized in computi the ultimate settlement which will
occur in the field due to some ctinge in applied presstire

4. Example problem (illustrate application)

Us.

a, Givent
i. Initial soil profile

1I

10' Clay
-14

sat
= 130 pcf

4

4.

if

Initial Soil

XXXXXX XXXXX XXX XX
Bedrock (Impervious)

411

Surface
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ii. 'Final sojl profile: Same as above with 5 feet of fill @ y = 105 pcf
placed atop the initial soil surface

Consolidaticin test resUlts
- Performed on sample taken from a depth of 5 feet below 61e initial
soil surface (e = 1.0) :

cif vs. lag10.(appried pressure) plot

338 863 10910[appl ied pressure] (psf)

e vs. loglo (applied pressure) plot,

863 1101g1 [applied pressure] (psf'

4

.0.9.

A

Find:
i. The ultimate settlement of the clay surface

ii. The' settlement of the clay surface whicrwill occur in one year
after fill placement

Siress--strain and strength lEharacteristics

1. Definition

a. Soil stress-strain:characteristics are .soil propefties which describe
the compression of the soil resulting from a change ill the stress
acting on it

b. Soil strength characteristics are-soil properties which describe the
maximum load the soil can support without collapsing

Utilization

a. 'Soil stress-strain characteristics are utilized in the computation of
the probable compression a certain soil mass will undergo a a result
of a change,in the'stressjppting on it

13



Soil strength characteilWcs'are utilized in the design of various
soil engineering problems in which.gollapse of the soil due to over-
loading is a limiting factor such as
1". Soil earth pressures against retaining structures

ii. Bearing cilpacity ofloundations
iii. Stability Of slopes

-

Note.: Soil stress-ttrain characteristics are, in general, utilized only
in,advanced designing and will not be emphasized herein.

3. Simplifiedillustration of stress, strain, and, strength

a. Rectangular sbil sample tolOgeh i vertical load, P, is applied
producing a change in length, AL:

,P (load applied)

Cap ---

C.

Soil specimen
Crossectional Area = A

b. Stresses
i. Vertical normal stress = av = P/A

ii. Horizontal normal stres4 = oh = 0 (exposed to air; use gauge pressures)

c. Strain
i. Vertical strain = Lv =,AL/110

4 ii. Horizontal strain = Fh = 0 (as shown)

d. Stresszstrain curve
I. As ov is chang50 Ev will change

oth and Eh remain at 0

iii. Plot

Alt

4 1



av
= A

a

et, AL

e. 'Strength L

i. In this case strength could be.defined in terms of the maximum
load and vertical normal stress the soil specimen was able'to
withstand

11. (o ) ts showniabove
v max
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CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA

CIVIL INGINEERING.DEPARTMENT

Out1ipe of Weekly Lecture Notes Prepared.by: J.B.Thompson
Date: 11/ 5/73

Lecture Subjects: Soil Stress-Strain,aneStrength Characteristics

Assignment: Read - pp. 163-196, 223-233

Problems - To be assiped.

Presentation

I. Principle soil properties and characteristics and their determination
(continued) .

.

* 0 t

A. Stress-strain'and strength characteristics 4continued) .

1. Theory of soil strerpth

a. Soil f01s by shear when the shear stress alpnq some plane
in pie soil exceeds the mdximum shear stress the soil can
withstand.

Stresses acting orlHa plane

1. Stress on a plane can bedescribed completely by the shear
stress and normal stress acting.

il. Diagram'.

= normal stres

= shear stress

arbitrary p1ane

Mohr-Couloda Theory

arbitrary soil mass

1. Establishes an equation for the failure shear stress
along any arbitrary plane

ii. Equation:

= c + on tan(0)
4

4 (i

416



where: T
f = failure shear stress on the plane

n = normal stress acting on the plane
c = soil cohesion
0 soil angle of internal friction

iii. The two basic soil propertiei are the soil cohesion, c,
and the soil angle of internal friction, 0.

iv.. Failure will not occur if the actual shear stress acting
on the plane does not equal or exceed -cf.

v. Graphical representation of the Mohr-Coulomb Equation:

r-

2. Soil strength properttes which must be determined are the soil
'cohesion, c, and the,soil angle of ihternal friction, 0.

3. Determination of the strength characteristics of a soil

a. Several test techniques are utilized and each is advantageous
under certain conditibns.

Direct shear testing and tilaxial compression testing are most
frequently performed.

41

c. Direct Shear test

General,description

-Rectangular or cylindrical soil specimens
-Disturbed or undisturbed soils tested
-Splitacontainer device

Experimehtal setupi
-Sketch

1 7
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1), (Normal Load)

Loading Cap

Dial Gauge Top Container

T (shearing load)

Soil Sample, Crossectional
Area = A

-Bottom Container

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
11011111.111Iii.

-Loads applied through loading frame

-Dial gauge measures the shearing displacement of the top
container'relative to the bottom contatner

-Stresses on the Ootential failure plane

T = T/A'

un,= P/A

iii. Test procedure

Orepare a sample of the soil

Setup the equipment

.- Apply the full normal load to the,specimen

- Make the initial specimen meiguremelits

Gradually increase the shearing force acting on the
specimen whtle recording the shearing displacement
produced

4 4 4
%

Repeat the entire process kit utilize different
normal loads ip.successive tests. In general,
a minimum of two tests must be performed to
determine the soil cohesion and angle of internal
friction but additional tests are desirable.

4

iv. Data reduction

- Shearing stress applied versus shearing displacement

48



shearing
stiTss, T

f )

c

0.4

41

.% One curve for each test performed. Normal stresses
applied differ.

\

(T03

(Td2
(Tf)%1

shearing disXceient

43

Determine the failure shearing stress for each tet from
the plots. 4

4
Mbhr-Coulomb Theory

T
f

= c + an tan 0

Plot data Of vs. on)i on r vs. 0
n

axis and ivad off c and 0.

Troan tan (0)

Experimental Poi

(cd2

11..Best Fit itraight Line
4.11
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Special Case-441

Clean sands c = 0

qn tan 0

0 = tan-1 (Tf/an)

Special' Case #2

Saturated clay loaded rapidly 0 = 0

= e,+ an tin (0) c

e Tf

tan 0

./
v. Accuraio of the testi.

- 'Theoretically the 'test is not very accurate
- Practically, the test produces reasonable values for c and 0
but does not yieldlood stress-strain relationthips in
general

vi. Example problem [Direct Shear Test]

Given:
- Crossectional area of specimen a 5 in

2

- Loads* applied and !hearing displacement measurement

-lest NO. T
No I Force N-100 lbs.

Test No. 2
Normal Force N - 200 lbs

Test Nb. 3
Normal Force N=300 lbs.

ear ng orce,
T lbs.

ar ng.
Dis.lacement 1 .

ear. ng oree,
T lbs.

ear ng I s-

dacement in

ear n.
Force T lb

r ng s

lacement in

0.

180.
300
390
460
510
540
548
552

550
553

/

.

%

o.
, .

0.5.
0.1

0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4 ,

0.45
0.5

0.

190

310
405
480
540 ,

585
.

600
,

590
575

574

0.

0.03
0 06
0.09

. 0.12
0.15
0.38
0.21

.
0.24
0.27

0.3

.

0.

320
500
595

650
630
615
605
600

0.

0.02
0:04
0.06
0.08
0.10
4.12 .

0.14
0.16

Find: - SW-Cohesion, c
- Soil angle,of internal friction, 0

,

.3



Soil Sample

Triaxial Compression Test

i. General description

- Cylindrical soil specimens (L/DP42.5)
- Disturbed and undisturbed soils tested

.

-Provisions for applyinTindependent normal stresses bq.thto
the top and sides of the-soil spesimen

-Provisions for preventing drainage of fluid from the- oil
.specimen during testing

ii. Experimental setup

(vertical load)

Cap

Crossectional Area =

it)t

Fluid under
Pressure

J

A

4.

One
Failure
Plane

Loading Piston

Fluid
Under

:ressure

Base

alve,

S.

Sealed Chanber

Membrane Sealing t.

Soil Specimen

ead Connecting Soil.Specinen
to Exteripr of Sealea-thamber



- Vertical load applied through loading frame ,

- A dial gauge not shown is placed to record
vertical soil sample deflections

- Stresses acting on the soil specimen:

a
h

ac . pressure in fluid contained in
chamber

C.

amp = deviator stress = av- ah = P/A

i . Test procedure

46

- Test procedure will vary according to the type writ*
triaxial compressiOn-test being performed in that
the valve shown allowing drainage of fluid frbm the
soil specimen may or may not be open at various tim6s
during the test. A general testing sequence is presepted.

- Prepare the sample of soil and mount it between the base
and the cap. Place and seal the membrane.

- Make the'inifial,sample measurements.

- Set up the equipment:

- Apply a presiure,tAe fluid in fhe sealed chamber. \

- Gradually increase the vertical load acting on the
specimen while recording the vertical deflection
produced.

--- Repeat the entire process but utilize different chamber fluid
pressures in successive tests. In general, a minimum of two
tests must be performed to determine the soil cohesion

. and angle of internal friction but additional tests are
desirable. .

iv. Data ttion

Deviator stress versus-vertical strain

One curve for each te'st performed. Horizontal stresses
applied differ.



Deviator stress, creP/A

47

t..

Shearing stress, T

Vertical strain, ev = AUL°

yerticalestrain equals the change in the specimen length,
AL, divided by its initial length Lo.

Determine the failure deviator stress for each
a

test from the
plots.

- Based on the Mohr-Coulomb Strength Theory and Mohr's

circles for representing the stresses acting-in any'
body, the following construction can be made.

Best Fit Tatigent Line

4

Normal stress, a



14.*

Con struct a'T vs. a axis utililtn§ the sanie scale on the

ordinate and the abcissa.

Plot pOints corresponding to ac and (au)q for eath test
performed on the normal stress axis. 'Dote (av)f at

(a
d)f

Gc 3.

Construct a circle passing through both points for each
test and having a center lying on the normmI stress axis.

Construct.a best fit line tangent to the circles constructed.

Read off the soil cohesion and angle of internal friction as
shmmm:

An equation could ilso'be written and c & 0 could be
determined from this equation.

acl:f sin g 2c cos

7 - sin.0
)

s n

where: (cy
V
) f

= vertical stress applied at failure
for test

ac = chamber fluid pressure for test
0 T soil angle of internal friction
c = soil cohesion

Note: Fail e will occur on some inclined plane or planes in
soil sample. Identifying the potential failure,plane

is more complex in this test than in the direct shear testi

- Special Case #1

0

Clean sands c = 0 o
(cof = ac sst + kin )(7

fpsin.0 c

,

ii + sin 0= tan
2

(45+0/2) = (5)f

ac

0 = 2 tan
-1

plavjf 900

- Special Case ift

saturated clay loaded rapidly (undrafhed) 0 Is O.



A

1

a

d

(0 ), = 0 ( sin 1)0. c Cos 0
C - sin .0 I-tin 0-=

c (av)f -ac

2 4

v. Specific Types of Triaxial Compression

Consolfdated Undrained

Consolidated Drained

- Unconsolidated Undrained

- Unconsolidated Drained
I,

ts

GC + -2c

- Primary differenceipetween tests lies in when if at
fluid is-allowed to drain from the 017 specimen.

b 1 The test performed is selected on the basis of how
accurately it simulates field conditions-. (Examples).

sir

*.

vi. Effective Stresses versus Tot.11 Stresses.

- All the stresses in this discus5ion of soil' stress-itrain
and 'strength 'characteristics could be expressed in terms
of.either effective stresses or total'stresses.

*

- -cffective stretses are the correct stresses because it has been
,shown that they best describe foil behaiior.

- Total stresses are frequently Used, however, due to the.
difficulty.in determitiistg-pore-water pressures.

'-,Soil cote on and angle af inte051 fiction values
using thta7 stresses are denoted by: c ; 10.

'

I-Soil cohesion and angle'of internal friction values
wring effective stresses nre denoted by: c. ; 00.

vii. UnconfAed Compresiion JeSt

- A special case of the 'Jrkonsolidated Ondrained triaxial
compression test.

- Work in terms. of thal StresIts. .

deter;iiied

ditenni ned

- Test most frequently performed on saturated clay and since.
,the 'test is an undrained test, 0 = O.

(a ) = + sin i,)t 2c cos =0 + 2c'
c' 1 - sin 0 1 -

.c cav)f ac
z



Ph

- Circumferential area of the speciMen is exposed to the atmosphere

and ac m 0. [Always work in terms of gauge,pressure].

c

where: (0,1)s.= vertical slress applied to sample at failure=

qu

= unconfined compressive strength

c = soil cohesion

- Very quick test to performand. a very popular test jn practice

Accasionally performed on other than saturated clays because

it will generally yield conservatfive values for design but care

should be taken in the analysis

1

Example Problem: [Unconfimed Compression Test]

Given: Initial sample crosseetional arOa = 6 in2

' initial sample leligth'k m 3.5 in
0

u VerticaL Load Versus Vertical Deflection

Vertical Load, P
lbs.

Vertical Deflection,

0 0

20° .05

32 .1

39 .15

42 .20

41 .25

39.5 .30

38 .35

38 .40

37.5 .45

37 .5

37.5 .55

I.

Soil is a satUrated clay

Find: VertiCal stress versus vertical strain curve

(illustrate areacorrection)

AL

6
P
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)r"Th
viii. Accuracy of triaxial Compression testing

- Most accurate of commonlyused soil stress-srain and
strength tests -..N p

- Some theoretical problems, however. .

4. Primpry factors affecting the cohesion and angle of internal friction of
one soil. .

a. Density

Fluia pressure within the soil voids

c. Disturbance and alteratton

5. Typicalyaluet for the coh4on and angle of internal friction of-various
soils.

a. Table

ft

0 L
'Soil Type (Degrees) f)

Clean Sand 25-50 ea 0

Silt inte iate

Clay 0-40 0-2500

la'. In general, soils exhibita wide range in valtiessfor these properties:
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CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHiIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA.

CIVIL ErCINEERING DEPARTMENT

.

'Course: ETC 411 OUTLINE OF WrEKLY LECTURE NOTES Prepared by: J. 8. Thompson
Week No.: 8 Date: 11/5/73

a ,

Lecture Subjects: Field Investigations, Engineered Fills, Seepage.Through Soils

Assignment: Read 59.-72 78-86 492-505 517-527 529-570, 606-616
Pro ems o e ass on

Presentation

I. Field Investigations

A. Purposes:

1. Gain general knowledge of proposed.site(s)

'Determine the distribution and characteristics of the soil present
at the proposed site(s)

. a
3. Locate and describe the groundwater.present,at the lioroposed site(s).

Composition of field investigations

1. MakIng general observations

2. Penetrating'the sofl depOsit

3. Sampling the soil deposit

4. Performing field tests on the soil deposit

C. .General observations

1. Climatic conditions
Al

2. Topography

. 3. Surface water

4. Past slope failures an4 resulting scars

5. Surrounding structur'es
t

6. HiStory of the,area (e.g., seismicity, flooding, mining, oil or gas
production, soil swell, soil frost action, etc.)

414

D. Penetrating the soil deposit

1. 'Hand auger

2. Backhoe

3. ,Chopping bit



4. Mechanical auger

5... Rotary wash

6. Bucket rig

7. Cable-Tool rig

E. Sampling the soil deposit

1. Block sample

2. Split spoon sample

3. Shelby tube sample

14. Piston'sample

--45. Foil sample

6. Core barrel *sample

7: Frozen sampl.e

n

Field testing of the soil deposit

1. Standard Penetration Test

Cone Penetration Test

3. Permeability, Test

4. Borehole Shear Strength Test

torehole Expansion Stress-Strain Properties Test

6. Vane Shear Test

7. Plate Load Test

8. Pile 1,..:Rad Test

9. Test for Locating the Groundwater able

. Asign of field exp:loration programs

I. Each field exploration program will be different.

2. Design based on:

f

a. Type of project
b. Distribution and magnitude of.loads
c. Anticipated conditions at proposed site
d. Regulations established.by owne,r4r regulatory agency

4

53.
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Examples

9. Highway construction

b. Shallow foundations

c. Pile foundations

d. Dam construction

H. Summa0z1ng the results .of the field exploration program

a. Boring logs or logs of pits excavated

b. Summary sheets of field tests

c.1 Soil profile's,

II. Design'and Cdnstruction Problems Dealing with Soil (EmpPasizeSonstruction

z

Problems)

A. Topics to* be discussed include

1. Engineered

2. Seepage-through ioils.

3.. Retain* struCtures

4. Foundations

5. Slopes

4
6. Dams and reservoirs

7. Subgrades
.

B. Each topic will be briefly.presented

C. Engineered fills

1. 'Definition

54.

a. ,Engin6ered filli are manideposited soil masses detigned to have
certain Properrties and whose eonstructIcm is controllled to
assure that these.delired properties are achieved.

2. Utilization

a. Engineered fills are frequently designed and constructed to-act as:

i. Water retaining structures (e.g. dams apd levees)
Backfill behind or over varigus structures (e.g. retaining
wia4is. pipelines)

,iii. Highway and airfield subgrades

iv. Surcharges to preload soil deposits



v, Structural foundation material having a high strength and a

low compressibility.
liaterial to achieve the desired site grade

3. Design and specification of engiheered fills

a. See previous dismAsion on soil compaction

4. Construction of engineered fills

a. General proces

i. Fill is constructed in lifts (layers) .

ii. Soil is obtained from some borrow area(s) and modified
necessary (e.g. graded,. mixed with.other soil)

Ili. The desired compaction moisture conitent'is achieved in
iv. Soil is placed in location in aOndbmpacted condition

the desired lift height is achieved
v. Soil istomPacted to the desiOed yd

b. Locating soil borrow area
6

I. Major problem in some cases
ii. MUst know first what type,of soil

iii. Air photos sometiltes helpful

c. Obtaining the desired moisture content

i. Conveyor system with dryer or a sprayer depending on which
is needed is most convenient
Frequeritly water truck or hose techniques are used to add water
Drying'soil is a major problem particularly in heavy rainfall
regions

4we 6. /

Lift heights 7fi

/

t be acquired

if

the soil

until

i. In general, an inciease in the lift height will result in an
iqcrease in the number of passes a given compactor will have
t4./make to achieve the desired degree of compaction

ii. Economic trade offs are important 4'

iii. If the lift is too thick, it will.he impossible to achieve the
desired degree Uf compaction

e. Compaction of the soil

i. Compaction.of the soil is achieved by the passage of a piece
of compaction equiipment over the soil

ii. Static compaction equipment
- Smooth-wheel roller
- Sheepsfoot roller

- Rubber-tired roller
iii. Vibratory compaction equipment

- Smooth-wheel vibratory roller
Vibratoify sheepsfoot roller

- Rubber-tired vibratory roller

. 61
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iv. Tampers and vibrators
'v. "Vibroflotation
vi. Compaction piles

vii. In general, the fined grained soils compact best under
static compaction equipment.

viii. In general, the coarse grained soils compact best under the
vibratory compaction equipment

Control of the construction of engineered fills'

a. ,In general, check that the required dry density is achieved

b Oceasionally must also assure that the desired water content
is being utilized

c. Water conten5rcheck

i. Obtain a sample of the compacted soil immediately after placement
an'd perform a standard water content test using equipment designed for'
field applications.

Ai. As a replacement to the standard water tontent pest, a Speedy
Moisture Mete'r or Nuclear Moisture Density Meter determination
might be performed as those two testing techniques considerably
reduce the time required. [Note: ,These-substitutes are not
always accurate and should be used with care].

iii. Compare water content measured to the desired value(s)

d. Dry density check

i. Utilize following equation:

Yd

where: 4ct = soil dry density
y = soil bulk density
w soil water content

Witer content,w, determined as indicated above
Soil bulk density determined by excavating and weighing a
chunk of soil from the compacted fill and determining the
volume of the soil.removed from the compacted fill by one
of the following methgds:

- Direct measurement
- Sand cone method
- Rubber balloon method

.

iv. Alternatively, the bulk density may be determined by using
the Nuclear Moisture Density Meter although care must be
taken due to inaccuracies which will result in some cases.

'v. Compare the computed'soil id as compacted with the desired
value(s).

6 2
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re

problems which maY develop 146 construction of engineered fills

a. inability to meet specifications,

b. Delays due to inspection requirements

M4brl1ty of vehicles

d. Mild waves

e. Erosion or overtopping of fills nepr bodies of water

7. Hydriulic fills
. 4e,

D. Seepage through soils

1. Commonly encouiltèred groundwater conditions in soil deposits *.

a. .Single groundwatir table hydrostatic pressure conditions

.b. Perched groundwater tables hydrostatic pressure conditions

i. Sketch
A.

Perched GWT

ii., Identifying perched GWT's

- Loss of drillinowater
- Identification of profile

. - Knowledge of principle GWT location at site

lay 14nse

Sand/Deposit

eswomeg... ... I Imb =e II

57

round Surface

Perched GWT .

Clay Lense

Hydrostatic pressuyes

A

Bedrock (Impermeable)

c. 'Artesian conditions
4

i. Sketch

ib



Acquifer Source

Artesian
quifer

Acquiclude (C40

58 .

Stand pi pe

Ground Surface

\*.

Acquiclude (Base)

if, Water will rise int/gAmdpipe placed in the artesian adquifer
above the GWT

Captlliry rise conditions

1. Water pressures les n atmospheric
ii. Water encountered abovk the groundwater table .

CoMpletely saturated zo e and partially saturated zone

e. Evapotranspiration

Primary.problem areas involving see e of water through soils

a. Computation of and control of th quantit; of water seepage through
soils'

b. Computation of and control of possible soil erosion and instability
due to the see0age of water through soil

3,,. Theory of seepage of water through soils

a. Seepage of water through soils can be described by a partial
differential equation formulated froi:

i. Continuity eqditions
ii. Darcy's Law

b. Equation

'k 3
2
h + k_ i+2h + k 3

2
h

c. Certain assumptions are necessary fo establish the above equation

4. Solution/of this basic partial differential equation

a. Can be solved exactly or nearly exactly in a very few restricted
cases (see section on soil permeability),

0
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In most cases, must be solved approximately

Graphical solution (flow net)
ii. Mathematical analogs. 0

iii. Electrical circuit analogs
iv. Resistivity Paper
v. Models

2

c. Graphicil solutions (flow nets) are the most frequently used
and will be discusted here.

59

5. Flow nets

a. Graphical sollAion to the controlling differenti.al equation and
as suFh must have certain characteristics'

Example flow net (Homogeneous Earth Dam)

5itrfl6So11
Fill.

Permeability = K

inecontous mum DAM

Legend: 0 Streamline
V Equipotential Line

4

c. Will deaf with flow nets for two dimensional flow in homogeneous,
isotropic'soil

Composition of a flow net

i. Streamlines (flow lines)
- Indicates path water flows

Equipotential lines
- Lines of equal water head

e. Requirements of a correctly drawn flow net

i. Streamlines and equipotential lines must always intersect at
right angles

ii. The average side dimensions along streamline and equipotential.
line directions of an area in a net bounded by two equipotential
lines and two streamlines should be equal if possibl. Other-
wise the dimensioni should be pt. the same ratio as all.other

II.)
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areas bounkled by,the two equipotential lines.
iii. If a free gUrface (phraetic surface) exists in the flow net,

the vertical distance between the intersection of adjacent
equipotential lines and the free surface should be a constant.

4. Drawing a ftow net is a trial and error procedure.

ComOuting the quantity of seepage from a flow Aet

i Theory yields an equatton:

NF Ah k L

D
total

where: 'Q = Volumetric, rate of flew through the
flow net (cfs)

NF- number of flow tubes (number Of flow lines

minus one) -

ND= number of equipotential drops

N = soil permeability
.

k = length of structure (distance into paper) ,

Ahtotal
total head loss through the ftow net

Nn
4 e

r if all areas are perfect."squares,4' NDI., number of.

equipotential lines minus one

- if all areas are.not perfect squares, Nn . number of
perfect squares plus the sum of the ratTos of the
side dimensions of the non-square-areas. Theratio
to be used is the dimension measurei in the equipotential
line direction divided by the dimension measured in the
streamline direction.

h. Determining the likelihood of possible soil erosion and
intability from a flow net

i. A number of sophisticated methods of analysis

ii. Will examine the critical hydraulic.gradient concept,which is

a general indicatosL5eposs1ble problems ,

Criticol hydraulic gradient, icr

- Equation

= Y Yw = Ybcr

Yw Tv!

6
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where: i
cr

= critical hydraulic gradient t

y = soil bulk unit weight 4sual1
Ysaft)

y
w = unit weight of water

yb = soil buoyant unit weight

- Typical values' r

y = 120 = .4Yw

i = i20-62.4 . 57.6 -
cr

62.4

iv. If the critical hydraulic gradient is exceeded at an point
in the flow net at wh.ich the flow has an upwards nent,
then erosion or instability of the solkodeposit is po ibl
Erosion will result if this condition develops at or n ar h
surface. 1

v. Computation of hydraulic iradients at points in the flow ne

7 Equation

Hydraulic gradient = i =

\-4

where: Ah = some healioloss
= length o r which head loss occurs

- Hydraulic gradient is different at different points #

- .

Computecibetween two equipotential

For all perfect "square" areas, Ah

For non-perfect "sqdare" areas, Ah
of sides). The ratio of the sides
discussed earlier.

vi. Summary

- If flow has an upward's component and:

i
cr erosion and'instability may occur

lines

Ah total/
IND

= Ah total/(ratio
is the same ratio

Distance between two equipotential lines along water flow
path measured from flow net and scaled appropriately

i < i
cr erosion and instability are not likely

6 7
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- Must check all points in the flow net. Highest hydraulic
gradients will occur where the equipotential lines Ve
closely spaced.

I. Example flow nets, seepage quantity calculattons, and erosion

\16f- and instability checks.

maple 1

ample 2

SHEET /ILE 03FFERDAM

Sand
k = 10-3 cm/sec

dr.

04.Ami4811

r1111Lcumorpirits's:mowArammaiiiliaI I I

Silt
k = 10

-4
cm/sec

MASONRY DAM
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Conrolling seepage quailtities and erosion and*instability possibilities

i . Coin)
ii. Cutoffs

iii. Blankets
iv. Wells - well pointi
v. Drains

vi. Surcharges

7. Construction probleem related to smopage through soili

Dewatering excavations

- Removing inflow
- Maintaining a stable excavation,base.
- Possible damage to surrounding structures

ii. Vehicle mobility
4

.Tunnelinlinto water tiearing deposits

iv. Stability of eut and ll slopes

Filters

9. Quicksand

4

f

10.

6:4

411.

4

4.



Course: SC 411
Week No.: 9

CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA

CIVIL ENWEERING 'DEPARTMENT

64

Prepared by: J. Thompson

Outline of Weekly Lecture Notes Date: 11/5/73.

Lecture Subjects:- Retaining Structures, Foundations

Assignment: Read - pp. 205-222 233:250, 296-465, 586-601 (brief parts)

Problems - To be assigned

Presentation

*sign and Construction Problems Dealing with Soil (Emphasize Construction
Problems) [conti-nued]

A. Ret'aining Structut:es

1. ition

.

.

a. An igAph retaining structure is any structure designed and construeted
to hold\Oacka soil mass.

b. Frequently, 4his4soil mass would be unstable anless otherwise supported.

Utilization

a. Retaining structures are.generally constr uctéd.when eonalic ldnd use
requires teep and/or.high soil slopes or when the geometry of 0 particular
job makes them mandatory.

Examples:,
*O.

i. Highway cuts and fills
ti. Cuts and fills associated with 1

iii. Construction excavation (0.g.
iv. Dock structures (e.
v.- Dam constructio ( ms

AMVstructures

%
4

.
; . .

. * ;711 X

4



4

4

ii. Massive concrete struCture

May or may not be reinforced

iv. Stability gf the .wall results from its own large weight

b. Cantiliver retaining wall

i. Sketch *

Soil Surface
A-,

4F

e

Toe

Construtted of reinforced concrete

65

Soil

Surface

Soil Surface

iii Stability of the wall results from the soil pressure acting on
the wall footing

c. Buttress or counterfort retaining wall 7 1



AIL

,i. Sketch

Ground Surface

.

41- Buttress or counterfort

(Tie) 4

Toe Heel 06.

66

Ground
Surface

ii. Constructed of reinforced coneretg
.

li

iii. Stability of the wall results from the soil pressure acting on
J

the wall footing ,
,

4 d. Sheet pile retainin4 wall

I. Sketch .

4

GrpundsSurface

Sheet Pile Wall 24.

. f

Ground
Surface

Tie Rod',

g

7 9

It Bea,
Man



4. .11.

Usually construdted of steel sections

- One typical section

67

ft

- Frequently tongue and groove connections

Occasionally designed and constructed as a "tie-back" retainqg
wall utilizing the dead man and the tie rod shown

iv. Stability of the wall results.from the soil pressures acting against
the completely submerlged portion of the wall ond the "tie backs" if
utilized

e. Crib walls

i. Sketch

Soil Surface

;

V

0

Soil Surface

ii. Wood., concrete, or steel framework filled with soil. Material
and dimensions of framework hi4hly variable.

iii. Stability of the wall generally results from its own large weight
\ N

f. ,Braced excavatiom
4- Vg, - _..

0

e
4 il i 016,

#



i. Sketch

Ground Surface

Oa

Btcces

Excavation Bottom

49-0
Sheeting

A

4 ii. Material used could be steel, concrete, or wood

68

44

Ground Surface'

iti. Stability of the excavation provided predominantly by the brates

iv.- Configuration of braces variable

g. Soldier beam - lagging Oesign

Cofferdams

,

i. Slurry trenches

j.. Reinforced earth

General design procedures

a. The particular design procedure to be followed-will vary with the
type of retaining structure to be utilized.

b. General design procedure consists of:

i. Determining the soil pressures acting on.the retaining structure
.ii. Dimensioning the retaining structure
iii. Checking the stability of the retaining structure

- Soil bearing capacity
- Sliding 4
- Overturning
- General slip of entire,tructure

I.



iv. Calculating the forces, shear stresses and moments generated
in.the structure by the soil pressures acting on it

v. Performing a structural design
- Steel sections
- Concrete sections and reinforcement
- Timber sections
- Connections

c. Additional factors.which 'must be considered in the design of retaining
structures.

. i. Construction procedurel
ii. Joints
iii. Drainage of the backfill
iv. -Source-of the backfill
v. Effects on surrounding structures

vi. Economics'
vii. Building Codes

A comRleted design must be accompanied by construction draWings

cli

Notes: a) Earth pressures exerted on retaining structures are
highly dependent on the construction sequence followed.

b) The contractor frequently designs the excavation bracing
needed for a particular project. Most Oher retaining
structures are designed by other engineees.

5. Aspects of the construction of retaining structures

a. Excavation and possible dewatering
b. Sheet pile Oriving -

Concrete and reinforcement placement
d. Bracing placement
e. "Tie-Back" installation
f. Drainage system installation
g. Fill construction

B. Foundations

11.

1. Definition
i-

.a. A foundation is a structure designed to transmit a load to some soil
deposit.

b. Common sources of the load to be transmitted to the soil deposit
include:

11

i. Weight of "structure
Wind forces

iii. Snow forces
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iv. Wave forces
v. Weight of cars, trucks and trains
vi. Weight of fluids (e.g. oil)

vii. Soil masses

2. Utilization

a. A foundation must be designed and coristructed whenever a load is ti; be
transmitted to a soil deposit

b. Examples:

t'
i. Building colume or beam

ii. Building wall
4ii. Building mat
iv. Retaining wall footing
v. Offshore platform

vi. Bridge pier
vii. Highway abutment

Types of foundations

ai Spread footings

I. Sketch.

V (Vertical load)

'ct=010(-------H.(horizontal load)

Shapes in plan view

Square
Rectangular

- 'Trapezoidal

Combined

Soil

Structural Me r.

141...._ Footing
0

iii. Strap and cantilever footing

4v.---CeAstructed of reinforced concrete generallmalthough plain'
concrete is occasionally used

1.

v. Load is transmitted predominantly at,the contact between the
base of the footing and the soil deposit

vi. Shallow foundation

76
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:Wall Footinge,

i. Same as a rectangular spread footing except' that has'considerable
length

/ 4.

c. Mat foundation

i. Sketch (Plam View)

Mat
p.

Note: Sideview would show a relatively thick concrete mat
placed at home depth below final grade and supporting
the structOral columns inditated

1

ConstruCted of reinforced concrete

iii. Load is transmitted predominantly at the contact between the base
of the mat and the soil deposit ,

iv. Shallow foundation



4

Soil Surface

,

Raft foundation

i. Sketch ,\J

IL
Structural Member

4111

--I-- -1

Clootings ,or Mat

72,

Soil Surface,,
AA

etaining Wall

Loads are transmitted through footings or e- mat placed Os the
base of an excavation

, .

V. Settlement 14duced because of consid rable remove of soil,

prior to f9pndation and structure co structiod

iv. Basemeht rovided

v. Generally constrUcted of reinforced conCrete
1

vi. Load trahsmitted predomjnantly the.contact between the base
the foundations placed in the footpm of the excavation and the
soil deposit. Some load can aTT6 be transmitted through the
retaining wall.

vii: -Foundation placed at moderate depth

e.. Pile foundations

i. Sketch

78

qf



40r.
S il Surface

/met

73

c,f,Structural Member
.

Soil Surface

t
,

.
. 4.;-- 4 ,!.

---M------Kfr-
... , s

.

L , , '..

r:, 1.....f ,:...-1 i 1

a

ii. Number offpiles per 'group configuration of group,_and spacing

of piles variable

iii. Pile cap usually constructed of reinforced c6ncrete

tv. Types Of Piles

- Materials

Timber
Steel
Reinforced or unreinforced concrete (may be prestressed)

Composite piles

P.jle s hapes
a

Cyl indri car-

Square or rectangOar
"N" or "I" section .

Continuous taper
Step taper

. Sheets



Meihods of Installation

Driven

Predrilled hole
tted

Type of soil resistance generated

Skin friction
End bearing
Combination of skin friction and end bearing

Special Cases

Franki piles

v. Pile Hammers

Drop hammers
- Air driven hammers
Steam driven hammers
Diesel driven hammers

- Vibratory hammers

- Double acting versus single
Pile driving stresses

vi. Pile driving formulas

vii. Control of pile driving

viii. Pile load test

acti,ng

74

ix. Piles,are used.to transmit the desired load at depth in the soil

depo1Tt.

f. Caissons

1. .Sketch (drilled caiwn)

ub)



Soil Surface
deStructurel Mgmber

Cbisson

7 5

Soil Surface

Belled Base (Type a)

Beari tratum.
Drilled-In or

Socketed Base.
(fype b)

0

Caissonlconstructed of reinforce4 or unreinforced concrete

iii. Load is transmitted to bearing'stratum at depth

iv. Aspects of construction

- Drillinsisthe hole

- Casing .

- Belling (4f required)

- Inspection
- Concrete and rei forcement (casing recovery if applicable)

v. Special. Cases -

- Open end caissons
- Closed end caissons
- Pneumatic caissons

H I I

!Me,'



4. General design procedures
6

a; The particular design proppdure to be followed will vary with the type
of foundation to be utilTzed.

b. General design procedure consists of:

1. Sizing the foundation based on the applied loads to be
transmitted.. to the soil deposit and:

-,Soil bearing capacity criterion
- -"Soil settlement criterion

- Construction feasibility

Tetermining the soil prssures which will act on the foundation

iii. Calculating the forces, shear stresses and moments g rated in the
foundation structure by the "structural" loadt and res 1 soil

pressure acting on it,

iv. Performing a structural design

-'Steel sections ...

Oencrete sections and reinforcement
Timber sections

- Connections

c. Additional fa4ors which must be-considered in the design of foundations

i. Economics -

ii. Location and characteristics of groundwater
iii. Effects on surrounding structures 0 .'

iv. Construction procedures
v. 'Building codes

vi. Freezing and thawing
vii. Site improvement (e.g. preloading)

viii. Soil disturbance

d. A completed design must be accompanied by construction drawings

Aspects of the construction of foundations
#

a. Excavation and possible dewatering
b. Concrete and reinforcement placement
c. Construction work associated with retaining walls utilized if any

(see prior discussion)
d. Pile driving
e. Piee splicing
f. Pite and caisson drilling
g. Pile.jetting
p. Fill donstruction
i. Field load tqstinq if requested

41.
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CALIFORNIA STATE POLYT4HNIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA

tourse: EIC`411

Week No: TO

i.oula AD'

-

'

CIVIL ENGINEERIN%DEPARTMENT

Outline o Weekly Lecture Notes Prepared b,y: J. B. ,Thompston

Datel. 11/5/73

cture Slcbjects: Soil Slopes; Soil and Rockfill Dams, Subgrades
Course 'Review and- 1.inmary .

wed

Assig nt: Read - Op. 255-293, 468-470, 479-490

Presentation
Of

Protilems To be assigned, #

I
I. Dès 'and Construction Problems Dealing with Soil (Eikhasize Conttruction

"--frob ems.)(cpritinued],
r'-

,
.
eao.

so

Sdil Slopes

T. Definition.
a*

p.

a. Asoil,slope is any soil deposit having a sjopihg or
non-horizontal surface. ,

b: Soil .slopes can be comppsed of natusal sails, man deposited
soils, or a combination ofthe two

Uti-1 i zati on 4%
a.. Soil-slopes-are enFountered in a wide variety of, field

problems - -.
I- :b. tx4n431ffs: . A .

.

i . ighwgy,cuti` and fills
A . 'ii. ranway cuts and fills,

0 ..
. iii. earth dams:and levees

.,
. iv. -nitura:1 soit sl opes trfated b ature..! v . t fand inprovement\pr.deveropmnt

fj ":,1 .... .A vT. --retaining wall structums.,. ..- .vii. building excavations -

3.: Analyzing-for tilt stgility and safety of slopes

-

.eo

.

e.

^

c.

. .

Most mkthods ofInalirsis are boed on egdilibrium equations
applied to an assumed feailure mechanism

1. sliding wedge
ii. slip cincles O.'

....

Charts avai 1 abl e
Building Codes

a

,

a

4

1

mi
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4. Techniques for increasing the stability of slopes
a. Berms

lb. Decreasing the slope angle
C. Decreasing the slope height
4.. Surcharging the' base of the slope
e. Removing loads existent atop the slope
f. Draining the slope
g. ['being a retaining gtructure
h. Modifying the soil composing the slope
i. Placing vegetation on the slope

5. Aspects of slope constnuction
a. Excavation
b: Fill placement
c. Installation of drainage systems
d. Construction of retaining structures
e. Planqng of vegetation

Notes: (1) Pt is important to realize that some slope failures are
deep seated and are difficult to stabilize by using retaining
seructures.

(2) Nature's natural process is to flatten the land and all possible
causes of slope failures should be nealized before attempting
a stagilization (e.g., Palos Verdes Hilts)

B.. Soil and Rockfi11 Dams.

1. Definj-tiom .

ra. .4 soil or rock ktructure to'safely retain a
f1id whith is frequently water
A levee or some relativelismall structure may be
considered in general to act as a small dam

.

141

ge

art

r

Utilizatipn .

a. _Reservoir installation
b. Flood"control
c.-1/4.1.and reclamation 0
d. Construetion of projects adjacent to bodies of water
e. Special Purposed

.. , ,,
. -tailin

.
gs dams .

-Mineral. reclaMation (evappeating basins)

Typical soil and rockfill dani-crossections
a. Dam crossealons utilizO highly variable

... .

-e-trip

4



b. Example 1

...**.urdsurV 50 I
0 OS

C-11*

duo

VMS

s-* I I t-
ti $131

301 I 4'

NUJ RI

'114418:6144014sPIPPPs P
1145+14.4401454

stip

79

520

500

400

. Exampl e 2

110

Thomkkon Dam, Connactkut.

4

460

420 j-

400

300

340

- 320

240

441 tasfa Me

NI,..1..fl 35Sbbst.1Wái,
a was rat ease am Oa Mat as* *I rock
palm* nor voter Poo Ps I I Moro Ow Palest
ornsoon C soroodol- orporoor* consonorno

ImpesOus rolled earth--'to consist of a mixture pf silt, fine to medium sand, and gravel not excerding 3 in. max. dirrirrion.
Semipervkitis rolled earth, franittOn zone-to contist of fine to roam sand and gravel not exceeding 3 in. max. dimendin, to-gether with some silt sizei. The finest. material to he adjacent to zone (1) with a gradual transition outwards.
Roiled sand, growl, and etilibles- -the finest material to he adjacent to zone (-0 and the coarsest adjacent to'zorte (-oat:War (5):
Dumpedrockfillto unssiot of rock fragments fur -required rock eircavatkms and primarily composed of weltgraded fragment*

. larger than 4 ft. in volume with only enougq rock spans and gravd to jul voids In thr coarse; material.
0 Random fill -4o have a min. dry weightia. 15.11,40 and min. tingle of internal friction 35"

Beardsley marn,.California.

4



d. Example 3

a

80

150 m 10 50

0 imitnietS

e. 'Example 4

50

Ca) Semmemmes 0 Perm (2) NeoldM

-

Las Piequitas Dapti. Argeriiina.

11.

4

Lalcvarka Dane, Yugoslavia.

14.

J

8fx

/,

4

e

"46



4. Desi

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.
g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

t. '14,-

gn considerations
Souice and transport of material
Nature Of the proposed site
River diversion (if necessa )

Probable wave actioh
Construction feasibility
Purpose of dam -

Seismicity of area
Seepage
Slope stability
Settlement of foundation and structure
Possible damage caused by burrowing of animals

5. Aspects of construction
a. Supervision and inspection
b. Excavation
c. Fill danstructicm
d. Placement'of slopie protection (e.g., riprap, asphalt,

soil cement, concrete).
e. Climatic conditions
f. Tfme schedules
g. Foundation teeatment ie.g., grouting, cutoffs, wells)

6. Construction instrumedtation and cost constructicm inspections
a. Piezometers
b. Settlement and slope movement devices
c. Stress devices
d. Physical inspection (e.g., bowinge'sand boils, cracks)
e. Dam cores

NA/es: (1) Dam design and construction is very much an art requiring
. consideraUle practical experience.

C. Subgrades

1. *Definition

a. Soil subgrades are sotl deposits designed and constructed
)primarily to4upport pavements

cfr

t

2. General design procedu06 for pavement thickness
a. Determine the magnitude and frequency of the loads to

be placed on the pavement
b. Evaluate the charactertttics of the subtrade at the site

(ekisting ef to be constricted)
c. Establish the characteristics of the pavement and its base

and subbase' t.-1

d. Select paVemehV, base, and subbase thickness
)1P 4. Note .1!Ist the charactprittics Of the subgrade infTuence the

thick ss of the components of the completed pavement
f. Frost action ik an impatient' factor in design .

g. besign charts

81

EvIlkttng the subgrade
a. Selsbilometer test
1:4 Sand equivalent test

8 7

.0



c. CBR test
d. Plate load test
e. Vibratory testing

4. Aspects of subgrade construction
a. Supervision and inspection
b. Excavaticm
c. Fill placement
d. Soil modification

Course Review

E. Course Sumnary

a

a

40.411°'

to.

0

fa.

82
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CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMC%A

CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

ETC 411 - FOUNDATIONS AND SOIL MEGAN-ICS

Tentative Laboratory.Schedule

Instructor: J. B. Theoi,pson

Text: Lambe, 'T.-William, Soil Testing for Engineers,
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1951.

Spring Quarter, 1975

WEEK'. DATE TOPIC
ASSI NMENT

LABORATORY`N&RTSREADING

1 Introduction
Atterberg Limits and

Indices

1-14,.22-28
,

Report #1

Grain Size Analysis 29-42 a'
,

Report #2

Permeability'Test 52-62
I.

Repor #3

. Compaction Test. 43-51 Report #4

5 Field Density Tests Handout Report #5

6. Field Ilvestigation Handout Report #6

7 . Consol idation _Test' 74-0 Report #7

Direct Shear Test 88-9)\, 138-146 Report #8

9 lUnconfined Compression
Test

110-121 Report #9

.r .''

10

.

Demonstration nf Rela-
tive Density Test and,

. Earthquake Simulation
Testing, Summary

.

---

..

.

Course Grading:
4

.g
Laboratory 30%
Homework ' 20%

Hoar_Exam. 20%
Final Exam 30%
Total



CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERiITy, POMONA

CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

Course: kl*,1414 .putline of Weekly Laboratory Notes Prepared by:
J.B. Thompson

Week No: 1

Date: 11/5/73

Laboratory Topits: Introduction - Atterberq Limits and Indices
.

Assignment: Readi 1-141 22-28
.

Report Due - Laboratory Report #1

Presentation

I. Check Roll

IL. Discuss Course Laboratory- Schedule

A. Text

B. Grade'evaluation

1: Course grading:
Laboratory" - 30%
Homework - 20%
Hour ExaM - 20%
Final Exam - 30%

Total 100%*h.
Laboratoray rePort policy:
a, Approximately one taboratory report'per week
b. 'Each4Obboratory report normally duo one week after

laboratory exgrcise is conducted
c. 1..4te reports will receive 1/2 credit
d. Mc) laboratdry reports will be accepted after raturning

he corrected reports

C. Laboratory exercises to be conducted'

Laborato*ry Orientation

A., What is i sdil?

1.. Illustrate

-.2. ,Soil description and classification'
0

Why is:soil tested?

;At



a

C. Field testing

D. Laboratoritesting

(
E. What teas art required in practical problems?

F. Why does this. cour?e have laboratory sessions?

G. What knowledge-should be gainpd in these laboratory.sessions?

IV. Organize Laboratory Groups

Atterberg Limits end Indices
/

A. .Laboratory handout (see attached)

B. Soil to be tested

C. Test utilization

, D. Basic principles

E. Laboratory procedures

14

.9

4

85



ALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA

, CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARDENT

Lab No. 1 - Attertro Limits and Indices

86

Purpose and Scope: TIpurpose of this liboratory is to examine the
"Atterberg Limits" of solj and the techniques by which these characteristits
can be determined. '

There ve three Atterberg Limits for a given soil: 1) Liquid Limit,
2) Plastic Limit, and 3) Shrinkage Limit. All three limits.are rather
arbitrary values derived from purery empirital testing procedures developed
by Atterberg. In spite of this, the limits have found considerable
acceptance and are quite useful in seVeral soil engineering problems.
From the determination of the liquid and plastic limit, another character-
istic 0,-i particular soil canlbe evaluated, the Plasticity Index. The
Plasticity Iydex is defined mathematically as:

PI,= LL --41L

wh'ere el . Plasticity Index
tL = LiqmLid Limit
PL = Plastic Limit

A soil exhibiting a high PIlhas a large af(inity
minerals). If the existing water content of the

rquidity Index (Lam4!"A Water Plasticity Ratio,

w PL
LI = pj-

where LI = Liquidity Index
w = existing water content

It is evident that ap insitu soil having a low LI will behave as a soil
with a water,content on the low end of the range. This generally means
that the soil will be stronter and less compressible. Two other indices
of less practical significance the-result from the Atterberg Limits and
Indlces Test are the Flow Index a d the Toughness Index of the soil.

eb
To reiterate, t h e results orthe Atterberg Limits and,Indices Test are
Only empirical and the procedures,0I am sure, ill teem arbitrary. Never-

theless, they are used to y in lieu ofs rate, straight forward,
4

and economical tests which be developed in qe future.

for water (e.g., clay
soil is known, its
El) is given by:

The primary use of the Atter
cation of soil: In particula
fine grained soils such as sil
popular classification system i

System. 'In this fine-g

erg Limits and Indices lies in the classifi-
the Limits andlndices are used to flassify

clays, and organic soils. The most
use today is the Unified Soil Classification

ained soils are classified based on the 11
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A-line plotted on a Plasticity Index (PI) vev.sus Liquid Limit (LL) graph
developed by Cassagrande. Basically, Cassagrande found that this was a
convenient, consistenb way of making these desired classifications. Many
other uses have been found for the Atterberg Limits and Indices as applied
to soil engineering design. It has been found that the compressibility
of fine-grained, saturated soil deposits can be related to the LL of the
deposit. "Off-the-road" trafficability in wet, fine-grained soils has
been related to the deposit's Atterberg Limits and Indices./Finally,
knowledge of the liquid limit, plastic limit, plasticity index, and
liquidity index dan provide cOnsiderable assistance to an experienced
engineer in developind. "a feel" for the possible behavior of a fine- .-

gratned soil aeposit. For example, a soil with a liquidity index above
100 suggests the soil may be highly "sensitive." This means that if the
soil is disturbed, it wiThsuffer a loss in strengtti. Some clays such as
Leda clay of Canada, Mexico city clay, etc., may lose as Much as 75% of
their strength on disturbarice.'

The soil sample to be analyzed will_be specified later. It wilT be
sieved on the No. 40 sieve before supplying tt to you. The Shrinkage
Limit test will not be performed.

B. lieport Format - [Place report in a Cal Poly manila folder and complete
cover entries.] (Minus 5 points if improperly done)

No. P ints

f"-

SI

A ). Object: State in your own words.,the purpose df conductinil
this laboratory. Be specific about the methods
used and the soil tested.

(5) 2. Procedure: pecify the procedure followed in coqucting
th laboratory test. Reference to your text
or other standard procedures is permissible.
Your reference must be complete and should state
which of the' optional procedures were followed
if more than one procedure is included in the
publication referenced. Also, state any devi-,
ations.yoil made from the referenced procedUre._
Use standard referencing procedures.

(40). Data and Results: Place in the format shown on' page 28
of text.

(5) / 4k SaMple CalculationS: Perform and present a sample of
each type of calculation performed.

(40) '5. .Discussion and Questions: Respond to the following -

a. Classify your soil sample according to the Unified
Soil Classificatioo System. You may assume that more
than half of the material is finer than the No. 200,
sieve size. (Attach enpugh infarmation'to
indicate your steps.)

4 .



No. Point's

(5)

5. (Continued)

b. Compare the values for the Limits and Indices
-determined by you to those reported by others.
Reference your sources.

c. Could the Atterbers Limtts and Indices be used
to differentiate between a deposit of Silt
(containing no true clay minerals) and.a deposit
of clay minerals? Now would you make this
differentiation?

4

d. Could the Atterberg Limits and Indices be used
to differentiate between a deposit composed of
the clay mineral.bentonite and a deposit composed
of the clay Mineral kaolinite? How would you
make this differentiation?

e. From your experience in this laboratory, what .

effect does an increase in water content have
on the behavior and characteristics of the soil
sample tested?

Wat are.the primary sources of error in this
laboratory? Which .0 these'errors did you
commit and what effect might they have on the
Limits and Indices determined'from your tests?

Original Data Sheet

1

0

88

MD
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_Omtline of Weekly LaboratoryiNotes

Laborato0 Topicz Grain Size Analysis

Assignment: Reading - 29-42

Report Due - Laboratory Report #2

Preientation

I. Grain Size Analysis

A. Laboratory handout (see attached)

8. Soil to be tested

C. Test utilization

D. Basit. priticip1es

E. Laboratory procedures

0
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Prepared by:
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CALIFORNIA PAYE sPaYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA

. -CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT.

ETC 411

Lab No. Z - Grain Size Analisis

.Pu'rpose ind Scope: The.purpose of this laboratory is to examine the
"Grain Size Distribution" of soil and the techniques blophich this
Characteristic can be determined.

- .

.The grain size distribution of a soil can be simply defined as the distri-
bution by weight of the "particle sizes" found in that soil. The definition
of "particle size" is somewhat arbitrary as most soil particles are irregula
VI shape. This definitton i6 Usuallymirelated to the test being used to
determind'the graih size distribution. In making a grairitsize analysis
using sieves, the %particle size" can be thought of as being the minimum
combination of particle crossection0 dimensions that will allow-passage of
the particle through the square holes in the sieve. In making a grain
size ana4ysis using an Hydrometer, the "particle size" can be thought of

'as.being the diaMeter of an equivalentspherical particle having the same
particle density and the same free-faT1 velocity as the4true soil,partiCle.
The results of a grain size analysis are usually presented in a plot of %
finel- by weight vs. 1og10(particle diameter in mm) as shown pn page 42 of
your laboratory text.

The.primary reason for performing a grain size -analysis.on a soil is to
Onibtilts classification-. Many classification systems are used due
primarily to the fact that each system has been developed for apglication
to particular soil engineering problems (e.g., BPR classification
system). If the particular classification system you intend to use is
based only on grain size distribution (e.g., MIT classification system),
then a classification can be made after completing this grain size analysis.
However, the classification system most commonly used by consulting
soil engineers and others, the Unified Soil Classification System, requires
additional tests to be _conducted on the fine grained soils before'-class-
ification can be made. These tesIs are the-Atterberg, . Limits and Indices
Tests performed last weefc. It shou)d also be'noted that there are a few design
techniques in toil engineering using the results'of a grain size analysis
directly. Four examples are: 1) the determination of the permeability
of-soil to be used in seepage problems [t " CDko2 ]; 2) the design of
filters to prevent erosion of soil by moving water;. 3) the determination
of the height to which water will rise in soil by capillary action; and
4) the determination of the frost susceptability of soil deposits.

The soil sample to be analyzed will be specified at a later dale. A
combined alternate analySis will'beiperformedi

b.

ge

4
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Report Format - [Place report ip a Cal Poly manila folder and complete

cov,er entries.] (Minus 5 potnts if improperly.done.)

No... Points

(5)

. (5)

J.
Object: State in your own words the purpose of conducting

.this laboratory. Be ipecific about the methods

used and the soil tested.

2. Proce.dure: Specify the procedure followed in conducting

the laboratory test, Reference to your text
or other standard.procedures is permissible.

Use standard referencing procedures. Your r'ef-.

erence.must be complete And should state
which of the optional procedures were followed,..._-*

if more than one procedure is includedin the )
4

publication referenced. Also, state any deviltions

you madehom the referenced procedure.

3. Da ta and ResUlts: 'Place in thi format shown on pages

40, 41, and 42 ofiyoiir text.

Note: A computer prOgram is available for data reduction.

If you desire to use it, ?lease ask the instructor:

(5)104. Sample Calculations,: Perform and present a sample of
each type of calculatiOn perforked.

5. .Discussion and.Questions: Respond to the following -

a. Classify your loil accordlng to the MIT Classification.

System.

'What is the average grain siz.e of your soil?

c. What is the effective diameter of your soil?

d. What is the coefficient of uniformity qf your soil?

i
e. Olassffy yqur soil according to the. UnifiedSoil

, .
Classification System.. Be as explicit aS you can -

V.
with the information available.

What are the primary sources of error in this

laboratory? Which of these errors did you commit
and.what effect might they have on ihe distribution

curve resulting from your analysis?

9-
the Hydrometer analysis' has a lower boundarY jan particle

size below which the test is inaccurate.' What is it?

Why is 'this so? ,

(5). 6. 'Original Data Steet.'

Ak
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Course: ETC 411
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441e444.

Outline of Weekly Laboratory Notes

Laboratory Topic: Permeability Test

Assignment: Reading - 52-62

Report Due - Laboraory Repprt #3

Presentation

Permgability Test

A. Laboratory handout (see attached)

B. Soil to be tested
. /

F. Test utilizatfon

D. Basic Vrinciples
I.

E. Laboratory procedures

4,

A

Prepared by:
J. B. Thompson
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CALIFORNIA SIVE, POLiTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA

CIVIL ENGIKEERWDEPARTMENT.
oft" e

ETC 411

Lab No. 3 - Permeability Test

A. Purpose and Scope: The purposp of tilis laboratory i

"permeability" of soil and the techniques by which
can be determined.

examine the

s characteristic

93

The pqrmeability of soil is-usually taken to mean'the conductivity of the

soil to the flow of pure water through it. THe term could also be taken to'

mean the conductivity of the soil to the flow of other fluids suck* as air,

melthane,'salt water, and oil throught it. ,For each pf these different fluids,

the value of the soll "permeability" would be diffeVent.

Mathematically, the permeab.ility of sotl is defined in Darcy's Law:

v ki or Q = kiA -

where: v - velocity of.flow through soil (tm/sec.)

Q = volumetric flow,rate through soil (cm3/sec.)

. k = soil permeability_(cm/seck)
i = Ah/e2,

Ah = head loss in A2, (same units as AC)
At .-diffeSsential length (same units as Ah)-

A . cross sectional area normal to.direction of 'flow (cm2)

These equations state that a driving force, the Wydriulic. gradient (9, causes

fluid to flow through the soil at soae rate (v.or Q) in proportion to the soil

permeability (k). In othermords the same driving force will produce .

different flow riates in different soils andcthe flaw rate produced will depend

on the permeability of the soil.

The permeability of a given soil will depend on many factors including'the. )

nature of the fluid flowing through It, the size of the soil grains, the void

ratio of the soil, the degree of saturation, etc. The fnfluence of these

factors is.distussed in detail in your laboratory text. I do wish to point out

though that soil permeakility is highly variable. For example, the permeability

of gravel can approach 1 cm/sec.,'whereas the permeability of clay can be as low

as 10-6 cm/sec. Gengrally the permeability of gravel >,sand > silt > clay > rock.

Soil permeability finds many uses in practical soils engineeriii. In the field --

of soil mechanics and foundation engineering, the permeability-of the soil is

directly or indirectly involved in almost all designs if water is present

near the surface of the natural deposit. Obvious applitations invol9e the design

ef earth and rock fill dams; the stability of slopes, design of retaining walls,

etc. Soil permeability is also uSed in the fjelds of highway design (drainage

problems), and,water supply (well problems).

The soil sample to-be analyzed is, a graded Ottawa sand with the ASTM Designation

C-109. This sand was obtained from Ottawa, Illinois. and It hat been processed

The sand has rounded partjcles. Constant head and falling head permeability

tests will be performed.
4 9 9



Report Format - [Place report in a Cal Poly manila felder and complete cover
entries.] (Minus 5 poirits if improperly done).

No.' Points

.5" 1. Object: State in your own words the purpose of conducting thiSft
laboratory. Se specific about the methods used and the
soil tested.

5 2.. Procedure: Specify thi procedure followed in conducting 'the
laboratory test. -Reference to your text or other
standard procedures is permissible. Use standard
referencing prkedures. Your reference must be
complete and should state which of the optional

'procedures were toHowed if more than one procedure
), is:Included in the publication referenced.. Also,

'stkte'any.deviationsjmi made from the referenced
procedure. ,

4

40 3. Dataiand Results: Place fh forMat shown on data sheets providEO.

Sample Calculations: Prform and'present a sample of each
type of calculation performed.

'Discussion and "Quest'ions: Respond to the following -

Compare your measured permeabilities to values %ported'
by others. Properly reference the other values you are
using far comparison:

b. What functional relationship between permeability and
void ratio best describes pie soil you tested?

c. What are the primary sources of error in this laboratory? fo.

Which of these errors did you commit and what effect
might they have on the permeabil4ty values determihedr

Could the set up and test procedures used be applietto
the determination of the permeability of clay? What
difffculties might be encountered?

e; What effect would doubling the,head loss have had on the
volumetric raie of flows (Q's) measured in your experi-

/ments? On the flow velocities, v's?

What effect would a change.in ambient temperature to,,
30°C have had on the volumetric rate of flaws, (Q's)
measured in your experiments? On the flow velocities,
v's?

g. What effect would doublihg the permeater diameter have
had on the yolumetric rate of flows '(Q's) measured in
your experiments? On the Mow velotities, v's?

.

6. Original Data. Sheets
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CIVIL ENGINEERING DrPARTMENT

-Course: ETC 411 Outline of Weekly Laboratory Notes

Week No., 4

6

Laboratory l'opic: Comp-action Test .

Assignment: Readitig

Reimrt Dui - Laborat6fy Report 14

Presentation

1. *Compaction, Test
%

A. Laboratory handout (see attached)

B. Soil to be tested

C. 'rest utilization

D. Basic principles

E. Laboratory procedures

JOT
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Prepared by:
J. B. Thompson

Date: 11/5/73
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CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA

CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

ETC 411

Lab No. 4,- Compaciion Test ,

96

Purpose and Scope: The purpose,of this laboratori is to exa ine the response
of soil to a "compactive effort",and the techniqOes by which tipis response can
be determined.

The compaction of a soil i5 defined as the densification of the3oil by'
decreasing the volume of air within that soil. On the other hand, donsoli-
dation of a soil is defined as the densification of the soil by decreasing,
the volume of water within- that soil. Compaction of soil, therefore, does
not change the volume of water within the soil.

Compaction of soil usually results in,an increase in soil stiffness and strength.
This increase-in soil stiffness'and strength is of course due-to the densification
of the soil. It is known that for a given compaction energy per unit volume
of soil that the amount of soil densificationloill depend primarily on the water,
content dt which the soil is compacted. Because of'this, the standard technique
used for presenting the results ef a doMPaction test is a plot of the dry unit
weight of the soil (yA) versus compaCtion water content at a given compaaion
energy per unit volum& The dry unit weight of codrse ircates the density of
the soil solids matrtx,

1

The 'primary use of the compaCtion test lies in the constIction4ofengineered fills..

These fills are frequently placed in.the construction of developments, highways,
buildings, dams, and in conskruction on any Ote at which the natUral soil deposlt
istoo compressible-or weak.to support the design loads and this method of soil
improvement is chosen as the solution td the problem. laecifically,.the compaction

test is performed to provide: 1) a basis for the control af the construction of
Ongineered fills, apd 2) laboratory-specimens of the fill to be
constructed on which otper laboratory testing camile perfoimed. Frequently, pie

critical specification I* contractor must meet in the construction of an engineered
fill is that his,fill must have.a specified dry unit weight at a specified moisture
content. The specified dry unit weight and the col-respondong water content are'
deterthined from the laboratory compaction test using the same compaction energy per
unit volume.as the contractor is liikely to use, and additional laboratory tests*
run on /his compacted soil. These addistional tests might include: .1) Specific

Gravity Test, 2) Grain Size Analysis, 3) Atterberg Limits and Indices Test,

4) Permeability Test, 5) Direct Shear Tat, 6) Triaxial"Compregsfon Test,

7) CBR Test, 8) Stabilometer Test (R value) and/or '9) Swell Test..

%

The soil to be tegted in this-laboratory will be the same one that was tested in
the "Grain Size Analysis" laboratory. "AStandard Proctor test will be performed.

Other standard compaction tests will be'demonstrated.

4
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Report Format - [Place report in a Cal Poly manila,folder and complete.cover
entries.] (Minusm5 points if improperly 'done.)

No. Points
.

N

(5) Object: State in your own-words.the purpose of
conductingthis laboratory. Be specific about
the methog used and the soil tested.

(5) 2.Procedure: Specify the procedure followed in
conducting the laboratory, test. Referenc4
to your text or .other standird Procedure's is
permissible. ,Use standatd referencing pro-

a

cedures. Yoyr rJerences.must be complete
and should-state' which of the optional procedures 4

were :Followed if more than one procIdure is

inadded in the publication referenced. Also,

.
state any deviations you made from the referenced
procedure.

'4

(40) 3. Data and Results: Place in tile format shown on pages 50
and 51 of your'text.

(5) Sample Calculations: Perf and present a sample of
each type of cYGflation perfolmed.

A

(40) 5. Discussion and Questions: Aespond to the following

a. What are the optimtim water content 'and maxillium dry density

from Your test? \

b. 'What are the primat:§Npurces tif error in this laboratory.'
Which of thee errors did you commit and what effect
-might they have on the dry density versus-water content

t resulting froin your Iests?
.;

QuaTttatively, what effect would the use of a heavier
hammer have on the location of the dry density versus
water content plot? A lighter hammer? .

Qualttatively, what effect would the use of thinner
lift heights have on the location of the dry density
versus water content plot? Thicker lift heights? 1

e. Qualitatively, what e'ffect wou-ld the use of fewer blows/
'lift have on the location of the dry density versus watbr
content plot? More blows/liW

Qualitatively, what shape might you expect for a dry
density versus water content plot resulting from a
compaction test run on clean gravel.

g. ,What is the most efficient way of *compacting, clay, sand:

[Choose befeeri static and vibratory methods].

(5) 6. Original Data sheet ,1 j
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f. .

Laboratory Thpic: Field Density Tests

.Assignmen.t: Reading - Han4p4t

.0

Presentatioi

Report Due - Labortafory Rfport #5

I. Field Density Tests

A: Laboratory handout (see attached)

E..

B. Soil deposit to be tested

C. Utilization of tests

D., Basic principles

E. Field procedures

4

4
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CALIFORNIA STATE POCITECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMQNA

CIVI4. ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT'.

ET.g." 411

Lab No. 5 - Field Density Tests
Ime

A. Purpose ,and Scope: The purpose of.thislaboratory is tboexamine the
techntques by which the field density of surfiyal soil.deposits such
as engineered fills may be,determined.'

The eield density of engineered fills mustIbe determined in Oirder to
decide.if tbe fill is being'compacted according to alp speeifications.'
The desired fietd,density is determined by performing laboratory compaction
tes.ts on.the soil to t?e ii,ed as the fill. A typical.labOratory compaction
test, the Standard Pyoctor Compaction Test, was performed by you last week:
From su,ch a test, an optimum water content and a,corresponding maximum dry
.dlensity can be obtained. The desired field density is usually expressed
as some percent.of this maximum dry dehsity.

To decide if this desired field density is being obtained during the:
construction of the fill, field density tests are conducted. Several
such tests are: (1) Sand Cone Method, (2) Rubber.Balloon Method,
(3) Block Samples, and (4) 'Nuclear Density loisture Keter.Method. -The
first three methods generally involve: (1) reboving a volume of soil
of known weight from the fill in the field, (2) determining the water '
content of the Soil removed, (3) measuring the volume of the soil removed
(it is in this step that the differences in the three testing techniqUes
occut), (4) computing the field dry density QA = W/V)4 The last test'

174.47

,technique mentioned above, the Nuclea'r. Density Moisture Meter Method, is based on
a different principle which has to do with the-back scattering of nuclear particles
transmitted by the device.

Field density tests will be performed in this laboratory using'the Sand
Cone Method, the Rubber Balldon Method,-and the Nuclear Moisture Density"
Meter Method.'

Report Ormat - [Place report in a Cal Poly manila feilder and complete -

cover entries.] (Minus 5. points if improperly done).

fi

No. Points

(5)

(5)

6

1. Object: State in your own words, the purpose of conducting
this laboratory; 'Be specific about the methods i

used'and the soil deposit tested.

'Procedure: Spkify the procedure followed in conducting
the laboratory test. Reference to your text.or
.pther standard procedures is permissible. Your
.reference must beiiomplete and should state which,
of thelaptional procedure§ were followedif mor
than one procedure is included in'the publicatibn
referenced._ Also, state any deviations you made from

1, 5



(40)

(5)

(40)

MO

the referenced procedu.re. Use standard refer-
encing.procedures.

Data and Resufts: Place in the format shown on

. the data sheets provided.

4. Sample Calculations: Perform and present a'sample
of each type of.ealculationCurformed..

5. Discussion and Questions: Respond to the followirt

What are the primary sources of error in this
laboratory? Which of these errors did you commit,
and what effect_Might they have on your-results?

Compare the results obtainedbby the three different
methods Used.

,c. Compare the accuracy,of
methods used.

d. If,the required M1)mum
tested was 100 pcf, was
during construction?

(5') -- 6. Original Data .Sheets

the three different

dry density of the fill
the fill specification met

.1r
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CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

29..tuLtx...tisioltilabora to

Laboratory Topic: Field Investigation

Assignment: fteacandout
BIVILt

Presentation

I. Field Investigation:

A. Laboratory handout (see attached)

B. Site of investigation

C. Purposes of fielit investigations

;

D. Basic techniquv for performing field investigations.

E. taboratory procedure.

A

7.1

AL.

1 01

Prepared by:
J. B. Thompson,

Date: 11/5/73



'CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA

CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

Lab No. 6 - Field Investigation

102

A. Purpose and Scope: The purpose of this laboratory,is to gain experience
with the techniques and procedures used in conducting a field investigatiom
bf a' deposit of soil. In addition, soil.specimens will be obtained for

,teiting in later labbratory sessions.

variety,of information it'usually Obtained in a'general field
,

investigation

,ranging from observations tin the-overall topgx.aphic conditions at the site

i'lto securing specific samples of the soil existing at the site. Genei.al

,descriptions of,the site are a useful toolAn interpreiting the results

ofJaboratory tests,conducted on the soil samples,and :in anticipating,
possible problems which may exist at the site and are indicated byjheir
sUrface features (e.g.,sink holes, weep holes, high.waier marks,4 etc.).

.The primary function of most field investigations, however, Js to obtain

ibsampls of the soil at the site to be tested in the laboratory. These

labgratoTy tests are conducted to classify the soil and to obtain the ,

4 necessary design valves- Soil deposits are also tested in situ (e.9.,
stow:lard penetratton test, plate lo%d test, permeability test, etc.) when

the cpntliti.ons of the deposit or the nature of the job require such tests.

One borkng will be mode in th4 class.
(thin wall) soil sample5 will be taken.
will also be recorded.

Both split spoom and Shelby tube. .

The elevation.of the water table'

Report Format - [Place report in a Cal Poly manila folder and complete .

cover entries/.1' (Minus 5 poipts if improperly done.)..

P
No. Points

(5) 1. Boring Location y Show-the location of the boring on

tfie maps suppliefl.

(30) Boring Log Ccmpile a boring log for the boring

performed. Inc.lude:

a. A heading (include the technique used to make
the boring and the location of the boring)

b. Ground surface elevation at the boring

c. Depth to ti-ie boundaries beNTen tfrelsoil layers.'

d. Field classification of each soil layer



4 .
4.

t

4

e. Depth at 4hich sojf s4mples,were taken and
.mitthod used

5tandard 'penetration test-reults,
(elevation taken and vanes)

, f

I . Depth at,which moist ioil wis first
encountered

f.

=PO

h. Depth to the groUnd water table

i. Depth and elevation at the bottom of Ihe
boring

103

4

(10) 3. §tate any general, observations concerning the area
in which the boring was made which might be of importance

to a civil project.

a
414.

gt,r

4

14.
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Week No: 7

.

*4-
Laboratory Topic: Consolidation Test.

Assignment: Reading - 74-87

Report Due - Laboratory Report #7

Presentation

I Consolidation Test

A. L#bohtory handout (see attached)

B. Soil to be tested

C. Test utilization

D. Basic principles

E. Laboratory procedures

110

Prepared by:
J. B. Thoipson

Date: 11/5/73
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105

A

4

Lab'No. 7 tonsolidation Tet

Purpose and Scope: The purpose of this laborAtory.is to exramine
"soil consolidation" and.the techniques by which this rOponse,
of wet soil to loading may be determined. .

_

. ,

...5ilit;
SOil consolidation is a resOonse of soil la loading And refew.1.6..44;46-..,

the densificationfef wet soil by the appkiediolid, .Thi-s detiff-. ,

cation is due entirely lsion of-pbre water from,iheseoil -

.. by the applied road. oil'compadtidni ori tOe other hand, refers
to soil den'sification dueTo the expulsion of pore Air:

I

As a result of the expulsion of pore water, the void ratiq of the
soil is decreased and the dimensions (thickness, height, width,
etc.) are decreased. Consolidation results in a decreasein fhe Alblume

of-the overall 11 body. This expulsion of water from the'spil

tiotas can t onsiderable amount of time,, particularly in loWei.7
ffleability Consolidation problem.ther,pfore, involve olculations
pertaini4 the tiotal amount of consoliaAtion which wip ever
occur arid to namount whtch-will occur a specified time:'

The consolidation.test to be performedin this.14oratory is one'of
.the simpler varieties. In this test, lateral diiplacement of the
soil is prevented and incremental loads,are applied vertically.... The
displacement of the soil surface is measured as a function of time to

. determine the rite at which consolidation is occurring and the total
amount of consoltdation'which occurt ultimately. Other types of

special consolidaillon tests involving different soil boundary conditGls
and different seqdences of applied loads are also used. However, tests'

of the type to be pellormed in this laboratory are most freqUently

encountered.

The primary practical application of the consolidation teSt lies

in settlement calcblations for structures placed on wet soil.
The settleMent of a structure is, of course, an important design

criterion. Certain intermediate steps are required before the final

tettlement calculatiohs.can be performed but it is essentially assumed
that a structure placed ori wet soil settles as a resiOt of the
consoltdation (densification by expulsion of pare water) of that soil..

This-assumption proves to be quite accurate.
,

4 1.

The soil tb be tested in/this laboratory will Se the soil obtatned
during Lab 6 - "Field Investigation."

1
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B. Report Format -.[Place report ih a Cal Poly manila folder and comOlete

/

covecentries.] (Minus 5 poinitif improperly done.)
4

No. Prts,.

(5)

4

1. Object, state in 4:our own words the purpose-of
*.1 conducting this laboratory. Bespecific-

about the methods used and. the soil tested.

2. ,PrOcedure; Specify'the*procedure followed in
conducting the laboratory.test. 'Referende
t&your text or other standard procedures
is permiisible. Use standard referencing
procedures. Your references must be
complete and should state which of the
optional procedures were followed if
more than one procedure is included in,
the publication referenced. Also, state.

any deviations you made from the referenced
procedure. *

.

(40) 3. Data and Results: Place in theformat shown
on pages 85, 0, and 87 of your text.

(5) SaMorle Calculations: Perfbrm and present a

A 'samOle of each type of calculation
performed.

.(40) 5. ,Discussion and Questions; Afs nd to the followillg

a. Calculate the Compression Ikdex, C6, of your
soil. Zompare your value to those reported
by others. Properly reference.

b. Compare.your values for the Coefficient of
Consolidatioh, cv, of your soil to those re-

.

,ported by others. Peoperly reference.

c. 'Determine the preconsoliOation pressure fore
your soil. Make an estimate as to whether
this soil is underconsolidated, normally
consolidated, or overconsolidated.

11

4

d. What are the primary sources of error in thi's
laboratory? Which of these errors did you

...commit 4nd what effect might they have on your
results?

.Why is a specimen diameter to thickness ratio
of about three to four used in the consolidation
test?

' 112
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No. Points

5. Oisculston and Questions: (continued)

f.. What wouldipe the relative times to reach,
100% consolidation for :ft,sand specjmen and

a-glay s)ecimen having the,.same dimensions
under the same increment af load? Wiy?

pid you'perform a "fixed-ring" or "floating-
. ring" test?4 What are advantages and disad-

\i>vantages of the test type you performed?
S4

h. Specify a' practical field problem exactly
simulated by the consolidation test performed
in this laboratory.

(5) 6. Original Data'Sheet

...

V
`

4

S.

Not

a'
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Laboratoryjopic: Direct.Shear Tes:t

\Assignment: Rading - 88-97, 138-146

Report Due - Laboratory'Report #8
!

P222m...tation

I. Dirkt Shear Jest

A. Laboratory handout (see attached)

B. Soil to be tesied

C. Test utilization

D. Bastc Principles

E. Laboratory procedures

I.

Ite

4
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p

) -
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CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY,.POMONA

CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT'

ETC.411

Lailt"No. Direrct Sheati*Test

4.*

A. Purpose and Scope: .The purpose of this laboratory is to investigate Oe
strength and strgs-strain.characteristics of soil 'and the pirect.
Shear Test technique by.thich theselcharacteristics may be determined.
This labdratory will be limfted to testing cohesionless soil.

The strength of soil has been foun'd to be a function;of the soil
cohesion,,c, the soil angle of internal friction, cl), al the magnityde
of the normal stress acting on the failure plane, on. athematically,
spil-strength is"defined by the MohrlCoulomb failure criterionf"

T = C on tan shear stress On the failure plane

For cohesionless soil, the cohesion, c, is generally taken to. be equal
to zero4which is accurate as long'as the on tan (1) term is significant.

The equation reduces to:,

T = on tan cp

Ideally, on should be taken as an ef ctive stress and 4) would then be
the effective stress'angle of iriternal eictioh (4. Normally, however,
such care,is"not taken and ln is taken as a.total stress and cp as the
total stress angle of internal frict n. As a result, difficulties in
duplicating field conditions d to inaccurate values of 4) for use'
in design'.

The stressstrajd characteristics desired for soil-are the same as those
Ardesired for other materials. A crucial characteristic to notice is ,whether
the soil is compressed or whether the sofl dilates during shear.. This
information is used to provide general informationlabout the expected
behavior of the soil...

Soil strenRth and stress-strain information is needed in'any.praciical
problem involving the-loading of soils. Some examples include foundation
deOgn, highway subgrades, stability of natural and man-made slopes, and
others: In particular, tile strength characteristics are used in failure
analyses and the stresS-strain characteristics are used in solving deforma-
tion problems.

ihe 4caded Ottawa sand will be tested in this laboratory.

B. .keport Format - [Place report in a Cal Poly manila folder and complete
cover entries.] (Minus 5 points if improperly done.)

4
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Ng. Points

(5) 1. Ob,ject: .State in your own words the purpose of
conducting this labvatory. Be specific

*about the methods used and the soil tested.

-.A-

$.6

2. Procedure: Specify the prpcedute followed in'
conducting_the:laboratory test. Reference

,t110 your tEkt.or other standard proceedures

is permtssiple. Your references must b

complete and should tate;which of the .

optional procedures werd followed if mn
than one procedure is included in the
publication. referenced. Also, state any

deviations yoth'made from the referenced
procedure. Use standard referencing

procedures.

.(40) Data and Results: .For each test performed, place
data and results in the format shown on
pages'96 and 97 of your text. Summarize

the results of your laboratory section by,
plotting a figure similar to Figure X - II
of your-text and by listing the-peak and
ultimate values as shown on page 95.

4. Sample Calculations: 'Perform and present a sample
oy each type of calculation performed.

' (44) 5. 'Discussi and'Questions: Respond to the following -

a. Compare your values of peak friction angle, 4,
afid ultimate friction angle.. Ou, to those repbrted

by others. Properly reference-

Whatmpre the primary source of-error in his
laboratory? Which of thes errors did you commit

and what effect might the have on your results.

c. The Ottawa sand is a founded sand. What changes

in the friction angles would result if a mord
angular sand were tested.

(5)

f

al

d. The Ottawa sand is a poorly graded (uniform) sand.
What changes.in'the friction angles would result
if a more wellgraded Sand wer'e tested.

e. Your lab group conducted tests at the same Applied

normal stress. What effect-would a higher normal

stress have had on the values of the friction
angles.determined? A lower normal stress?*



No. Points

'.(5)

a

t.

100

What effect would changes in strain rates at
which the specimens are tested have 'on the stress-
strain curves and friction angjes measured.

Original Data Sheet
/1

"
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Laborato/y,Topic: Unconfined Compression Test
NI

. Assignmeni: Reading -
)1

10-121

, Report Due - "Laboratory Report-#5
4

fresentattbn

I. Unconfined Compression Test

A. Laboratory handout (see attached)
.

..

B. Soil to be tested.

C. Test utilization

D. Basic principles.

E. Laboratory procedui-es
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. CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA

pVIL ENGINEER.* DEPARTMENT

ETC 411

Lab No. 9 - Unctinfined Compression-Test

PTirpose and Scope: The puepose of this laboratory.is to investigate the
strength and stress-strain characteristics of soil using the "Uncionfined
Compression Test".-technfque.

The-Unconfined Compression Test is normally restricted to testing
saturated ffne grained materials (e.g.', clay). Theoretically, it can
be shown that the restats from:this one test will be the.same as those
from a series of Unconsolidated-Undrained triaxial compression tests.
Therefore, the test may be considered to be an Wictent method, of
evaluating soil strength and stress-strain properties. It should be

noted that the sample must be saturated for the above statement to .

be valid.

If we are considering a saturated soil, it is known that the undrained
angle of internal friction of this soil will be zero [this test is an
undrained test]. As a result, the strength of the soil-is defioed as:

T = C pn A 0,=..c

This test is used to determine the soil cohesion, c.

Striss-strain information generated from this test are used to solve
various soil aechanics and foundation engineering deflection pro4lems.

The soil to be tested in this laboratory is the soil obtained from Lab
6 - "Field Investigation." Tests will be performed only on undisturbed
specimens. -

113

Report Format -t[Place reRort inoa Cal Poly manila folder and complete cover
entries.] (1iinus 5 points if improperly done.)

No. Points

(5)

(5)

,

ik

1. Object: State in your own words the.purpose.of
conducting this laboratory. Be specific
about the methods used-and the soil tested.'

2. Procedure: Specify the procedure followed in
conducting the laboratory test. Reference

to your text or other Standard procedures
is permissible. ypur references must be

. complete and shoulli state which of the
optional procedures were followed if more
than one procedure is included in the
publication referenced. Also, state any
deviations you made from the referenced
procedure. Use standard refei-encing

procedures.
1 ;
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No. Points
.

(40)1 3. Data and Results: 'Place in the format shown(on
pages 120 and 121 of,your text.

114

(5) 4. Sample-Calculations: Perform and present a gImple, -

of each type of 'calcul ion'performed. .*

(40) Discussion an'd, Questions: Respond to the.following

.a. Compute the'cohesion of xour soil.

'b. Compare your value for cohesion ta thos_e reported
by others. Properly reference.

Draw the Mohr's Circle for the failure stresses
applied,to your 'specimen. .-

d. Classify your clay according to its consistency.

e. What effect would.a higher rate of strain have
had on (the cohesion determined for your specimen?

t
,f.4 Derive the equation for the reOsed or

instantaneous specimen cross-sectional area
used in your data reduction.

What effect would specimen remolding likely
have on the strength and stiffness of your
specimen:P.

g.

(5) 6. Original Data Sheet

120 .
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Laborato6 Topic: Relative Density Test, Earthquake
Simulation:Testinql Summary

Assignment: Reading -

Presentation

Report Due:

1. Relative Density Test Demonstiation

A. Test utilization

B. Basic principles

C. Laboratory proce'dures

D. Demonstration raw'

a

Earthquake Simulati.on TgSting Demonstration

A. 'Test utilization

B. Basic principles

C. Laboratory procedures

D. Demonstration

Summiry of Laboratory Sessions

,

4
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_

Prepared by: (-----
J. B. Thompson

Date: 1]/5/73%

4
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))opendix

SUMMAY OF ITEMS PURCHASED UNDER NSF GRANt GY-10474

_...latoratory Exercise,

4F,Grain Siie Arlysis
irTest

1. 8" Diamette Sipvis
1/2" sieve
No. 4 sieve
No. 8.sieve
No, 16 sieve
No..30 siev'e
No. 60 sieve
No..100 sieve
N. 140 sieve
No. 200 sieve
Pan

Cover

2. Gilson Screen Trays
No. 4

No. 8
No. 16

No. 31-
No. 60 .

No. 100
No. 200

3. .Sieming Timers

Consolidation
Telt 1. Specimen Cutter

1 14.95
1 14.95

4.
13.75

1 13.75
1 13.75
1 13.75
1 14.25
1 15.80
1 19.50
1 7.50
1 4.70

28.00.
36.00

1 40.00
1 40.00
1 40.00
1 40.00
1 64.00

2 58.00

.

4 38.00

3

P

e *

1,0

$492.65 Subtotal

38.00 Subtotal



Laboratory Exercise Item(s)

D'irect Shear Test 1. Motorize Direct
Shear Test

2. Shear Box Coupling
3. Spare Gripper Assembly

Quantity Expenditure

$ 695.00'
13.50
43.50

$ 75.00 Subtotal

RelatIve Density Test Relatdve Density Test
Equipment 1 $1,277.60.

$14227.E Subtotal

Permeability Test

Earthquake. Simulation
Testing'

1

a

1. Plastic..,

2. Wood and Bracing
3. Valves and Fittings
4. Porous Storys
5. Springs
6. Pressure-Vacuum

Regulators
7. Pressure-Vacuum gauges

a

TWO
experi-
mental
sf)-ups

designed &
fabricated

162.00
31.51
86.60*
19.60
3:20

31.20
4

$ 484.11 Subtota:I

1. Plastic
2. Metal
3. Valves and Fittings
4. Seals and Sealants
5. Pressure-Vacuum

Regulators
6 Presvre-Vacuum

Gauges

One
experi-
mental
set-0

11 designed &
fabricated

55.00
151.02
174.65
16.65

118.00

37.70

$ 553.02 'Subtotal



Laboratory Exercise I tem( Quanti ty Expendi ture

Field Investigation 1. Sample Bags
2. Sample Jars
3. Equipm6it Storage

Rack.
4. Blade Auger and

Accesseiries

5. Split Spoon Sampler
6, Stationary Piston Sampler

and Accessories
7.. Sample Retainer
8. Shelby Tubes
9. Pulling Plate

TO. Strap Wrenches

24
24

1

1

2

1

2

10
1

2

2.00
18.00

140.00

57.00
103.00

281.85
10.30
6.00
14.75
444.00

826.90 Subtotal

Field Density Test
-

1. Sand Cone Density Test
Equipment and Accessories

2. Rubber Balloon Density
Test Equipmept and
Accessories

3. Field.Sample Cans

Multipurpose
Laboratory Equipment'

2

2

,12

1. %Timer
2. HeaVy Duty Solution

Balance
3. Tools

1

1

one set

97.40.-

221.0Q
9.60

328.00 Subtotal

14.00

159.00
206.66

$ 379.66 Subtotal

GRAND 'TOTAL --- $5,131.94
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RESOURCES:

a.

, If additibnal information and/or copies of this document a're needed,

please contact:

James B. Thompson

James P. Todd Chairw, EngineerinOechnology Department

Donald W. King n-Head of Construction Technology

- Associate professor, Civil Engineering.

119

Rodney D. Sutherland Associate Deah of Engi-neering and
Director of NSF Grant

Melvin B. Belcher Professor.-Electrjcal and Electronics Eng neering
and Princiral .Investigitor for NSF Gr4nt

Beaumont Davisqn Dean*of Enginiering
;

qt. .
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t
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